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Abstract
In this paper we relate a fundamental parameter of a random graph, its degree sequence, to
a simple model of nearly independent binomial random variables. This confirms a conjecture
made in 1997. As a result, many interesting functions of the joint distribution of graph degrees,
such as the distribution of the median degree, become amenable to estimation. Our result is
established by proving an asymptotic formula conjectured in 1990 for the number of graphs
with given degree sequence. In particular, this gives an asymptotic formula for the number of
d-regular graphs for all d, as nÑ8.
1 Introduction
We consider the number of graphs with a given degree sequence. In particular, we prove a conjecture
of McKay and Wormald [15] from 1990. It says essentially that a formula known to hold in the
sparse and dense cases as long as the degrees of vertices are somewhat close to each other, also holds
for the remaining cases. The main significance of verifying this conjecture is that it provides a very
simple model for the degree sequence of a random graph. The two most popularly studied models of
random graphs are considered here: Gpn, pq, in which n vertices have edges included between each
pair of them independently with probability p for each pair, and Gpn,mq in which n vertices have m
edges included, chosen uniformly at random from the m-subsets of the unordered pairs of vertices.
Those classical models of random graphs easily satisfy the conjecture’s restriction on degrees with
high probability, and it follows that the degree sequence of Gpn,mq is well approximated by a certain
sequence of independent binomial variables conditioned on summing to 2m. A similar connection is
provided between the random graph Gpn, pq and a slightly twisted sequence of independent binomial
random variables. This makes a very convenient way of proving results about the degree sequence
of Gpn, pq.
The degree sequence of a random graph has received considerable attention, and indeed was the
first major topic dealt with in Bolloba´s’ seminal book [5] on the theory of random graphs. This
contained many interesting results, for instance the distribution of the kth largest element dk of
the sequence was determined quite precisely when k is small. The book [1] by Barbour, Holst and
Janson contained much information on the distribution of the number Dk of vertices of degree k.
On the other hand, enumerating graphs with given degree sequence has been the interest of various
∗Part of this research was supported by a DECRA Fellowship from the Australian Research Council.
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authors over many years. Read [18] found a recursive formula for the number of 3-regular graphs
from which he also deduced a simple asymptotic formula. After this, formulae for the number of
graphs with given degree sequence d “ pd1, . . . , dnq were found by Bender and Canfield [3] and
Wormald [19, Theorem 3.3], and for ever-denser ranges of degrees by Bolloba´s [4], and McKay [13],
culminating in papers giving asymptotic formulae for a range of degrees, provided the average degree
d is op?nq (by McKay and Wormald [16]) or between cn{ log n and n{2 for a certain c (by McKay
and Wormald [15], also treated more recently by Barvinok and Hartigan [2] for a wider spread of
degrees, but similar density). The complementary ranges of d larger than n{2 are automatically
covered. A case of special interest, which saw no advance since 1990, is the problem of finding the
asymptotic number of d-regular graphs for d in the range c
?
n ď d “ opn{ log nq.
In 1990, McKay and Wormald [15] restated the asymptotic formulae from the sparse and dense
cases in a common form, which they conjectured to be valid additionally for all densities in between
those two cases and hence for all densities except trivial extremely sparse and dense ones. For a
precise statement, see the Binomial Approximation Conjecture (Conjecture 1.2) below. It applies in
a certain sense to all the typical degree sequences in either model of random graphs defined above.
In this paper, we prove the Binomial Approximation Conjecture. In particular, as a very special
case, this implies that the number of d-regular graphs on n vertices is asymptotically equal toˆ
n´ 1
d
˙nˆ`n
2
˘
m
˙
ˆ
npn´ 1q
2m
˙ ¨ e1{4
for all 1 ď d ď n´ 2, where m “ dn{2.
A weakened version of the Binomial Approximation Conjecture was given in 1997 by McKay and
Wormald [17] (see Conjecture 1.3) and shown to imply an explicit connection between the degree
sequence of a random graph of a given density, and a sequence of independent binomial variables.
This work opened up a completely new approach to deriving properties of the degree sequence
of a random graph, by considering independent binomials. Many properties that were previously
inaccessible, such as the distribution of the median degree, are now within reach for those densities
where the conjecture holds.
To present the connection between DpGq, where G “ Gpn,mq or Gpn, pq, and Bppnq, let us first
make some definitions. We assume that a graph on n vertices has vertex set v1, . . . , vn and degree
sequence pd1, . . . , dnq, so that dpviq “ di. If G is any probability space of random graphs, let DpGq
be the random vector distributed as the degree sequence of a random graph G P G. Also define
Bppnq to be the random sequence consisting of n independent binomial variables Binpn´ 1, pq.
Let An and Bn be two sequences of probability spaces with the same underlying set for each n.
Suppose that whenever a sequence of events Hn satisfies PpHnq “ n´Op1q in either model, it is true
that PAnpHnq „ PBnpHnq, where by fpnq „ gpnq we mean that fpnq{gpnq Ñ 1 as nÑ8. We then
say that An and Bn are asymptotically quite equivalent (a.q.e.). Throughout this paper we use ω
to be an arbitrary function of n such that ω Ñ 8 as nÑ 8, perhaps different at each occurrence.
As we will see later, our main result, combined with existing results, implies the following. Note
for part (i) that Bppnq |Σ“2m is independent of p.
Proposition 1.1. Let n,m be integers and let 0 ă p ă 1. Let Σ denote the sum of the components
of the random vector Bppnq in (i) and Bppnq in (ii).
piq DpGpn,mqq and Bppnq |Σ“2m are a.q.e. provided that mintm,
`
n
2
˘´mu “ ω log n.
2
piiq Let p be randomly chosen according to the normal distribution with mean p and variance
pp1 ´ pq{npn ´ 1q, truncated at 0 and 1. Then DpGpn, pqq and Bppnq |Σ is even are a.q.e.
provided that pp1´ pq “ ω log3 n{n2.
Note that the assumptions on p and m merely ensure that the graph, or its complement, has
number of edges at least a small power of log n; if this fails, the degree sequence is almost trivial
and the graph is likely to be uninteresting, either a set of independent edges or its complement.
Proposition 1.1 has significant implications. In particular, it was shown in [17] that a result
very similar to Proposition 1.1(ii) can be used, for whatever range of ppnq it is valid for, to transfer
general classes of properties to DpGpn, pqq from the independent binomial model Bppnq. We give
details later in this section. It was also observed in [17], using the known asymptotic formulae, that
the Binomial Approximation Conjecture holds when p “ op1{?nq or pp1´ pq ą n{c log n. However,
the rather large gap, where pp1 ´ pq is between roughly 1{?n and 1{ log n, was still open, as the
appropriate enumeration results were lacking. This gap has prevented the new approach being fully
utilised. Part (i) of the proposition is also appealing as a direct connection between independent
binomials and DpGpn,mqq, however the event Σ “ 2m is a fairly “thin” event so some results would
require more finesse to be transferred.
In this article we introduce an approach to enumerating graphs by degree sequence that differs
significantly from what has previously been applied to this or any similar problems. This new
method is versatile enough to be applied to enumeration problems for other discrete structures, as
described in Section 8. For this reason, our theoretical results are set in a framework slightly wider
than is needed for the enumeration results derived in the present paper.
1.1 Conjectures and results
In 1990 McKay and Wormald [15] unified the existing asymptotic formulae for the sparse and the
dense case into one form and conjectured this form to hold also for the gap in the range of degrees,
as long as the degree sequences are close to regular. Throughout this paper we use the following
notation. Given a sequence d “ pd1, . . . , dnq, let gpdq denote the number of graphs whose degree
sequence is d, let µ “ µpdq “ d{pn´ 1q where d “ 1
n
řn
i“1 di, and let γ2 “ pn´ 1q´2
řn
i“1pdi ´ dq2.
We refer to the following as the Binomial Approximation Conjecture.
Conjecture 1.2. [15, Conjecture 1] For some absolute constant ε ą 0, if d “ dpnq satisfies
maxj |dj ´ d| “ opnεmintd, n ´ d´ 1u1{2q, nmintd, n ´ d´ 1u Ñ 8, and
ř
i di is even, then
gpdq „
?
2 exp
´1
4
´ γ
2
2
4µ2p1´ µq2
¯
pµµp1´ µq1´µqnpn´1q{2
źˆn´ 1
di
˙
. (1.1)
Note. The permitted domain of d is compact for each n, so one can consider the ‘worst’ sequence
dpnq for each n, and arrive at an equivalent way of stating the result: there is a function δpnq Ñ 0
such that the relative error in “„” is bounded above in absolute value by δpnq for all d under
consideration. This was the manner of stating Conjecture 1.3 below in [17].
Recall that Bppnq yields a random sequence consisting of n independent binomial variables
Binpn´ 1, pq. Let Bm “ Bmpnq denote Bppnq conditioned on the sum of the sequence being 2m and
note that for a given sequence d with
řn
i“1 di “ 2m we have that
PBmpdq “
ˆ
npn´ 1q
2m
˙´1 nź
i“1
ˆ
n´ 1
di
˙
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which is, we recall, independent of p. Multiplying by |Gpn,mq| and using Stirling’s approximation
shows that the formula
PDpGpn,mqqpdq „ PBmpdq exp
´1
4
´ γ2
2
4µ2p1´ µq2
¯
(1.2)
is equivalent to the asymptotic formula in (1.1), as long as m and npn ´ 1q ´ 2m both tend to
infinity.
Proposition 1.1 can be shown to follow from a conjecture made in 1997, which we present below,
that is weaker than Conjecture 1.2. To state it, we define the model Ep to be Bppnq, conditioned
on even sum, and then construct E 1p from Ep by weighting each d with a weight depending only on
2m “ ř di, such that the value m has distribution Binpnpn´ 1q{2, pq.
Definition A probability p “ ppnq is acceptable if pp1 ´ pqn2 “ ω log n and there is a set-valued
function Rppnq of integer sequences of length n with even sum, such that both of the following hold.
(i) For d P Rppnq
PDpGpn,pqqpdq „ PE 1ppdq exp
´1
4
´ γ2
2
4µ2p1´ µq2
¯
. (1.3)
(ii) In each of the models Ep and DpGpn, pqq, we have P
`
Rppnq
˘ “ 1´ n´ω.
The conjecture in [17] is as follows.
Conjecture 1.3 (McKay and Wormald [17]). If pp1´ pqn2 “ ω log n then ppnq is acceptable.
The fact that the exponential factor in (1.3) is sharply concentrated near 1 was used to prove [17,
Theorem 2.6(b)] (see Section 3 of that paper), which we do not state here. The first part of [17,
Theorem 2.6(b)] gives bounds on the differences between the expected values of random variables in
DpGpn, pqq and the model Bppnq |Σ is even of Proposition 1.1(ii) for any acceptable p. The second part
of that theorem similarly bounds the difference between expectations in DpGpn,mqq and Bmpnq, for
any m such that 2m{npn ´ 1q is acceptable. In particular, Conjecture 1.3 implies Proposition 1.1
via [17, Theorem 2.6(b)] with Xn defined as the indicator of the event Hn that appears in the
definition of a.q.e. We omit further details of this, since for applications of our main result, one
can look at all the consequences of Conjecture 1.3 in [17], of which Proposition 1.1 is just an
example. In particular, further results in [17, Section 4] show that for many properties in Gpn, pq,
the conditioning on parity in Proposition 1.1(ii) has negligible effect, so one can consider purely
independent binomials. Sometimes the integration required to deal with the distribution of p also
has negligible effect, and in any case, [17, Theorems 3.7 and 3.8] give some general results on carrying
out the integration. To our knowledge, there are so far no detailed applications of the consequence
for Gpn,mq given in Proposition 1.1(i).
It was shown in [17, Theorem 2.5] that p is acceptable if either ω log n{n2 ď pp1´ pq “ opn´1{2q
or pp1 ´ pq ě c{ log n for some c ą 2{3, using the known enumeration results in the respective
range. The essence of the proof of [17, Theorem 2.5] shows that if (1.1) of Conjecture 1.2 holds for
all d near some d0, then by known concentration results, p “ d0{pn ´ 1q is acceptable. The same
considerations prove that Conjecture 1.3 follows from Conjecture 1.2.
In this paper, we prove Conjecture 1.2 and hence Conjecture 1.3 and Proposition 1.1 in the
remaining gap range. Our main theorem is the following.
Theorem 1.4. Let µ0 ą 0 be a sufficiently small constant, and let 1{2 ď α ă 3{5. Let n and m
be integers and set d “ 2m{n and assume that µ “ d{pn ´ 1q satisfies µ ď µ0 and, for all fixed
4
K ą 0, plog nqK{n “ Opµq. Let D be the set of sequences d of length n satisfying ři di “ 2m and
|di ´ d| ď dα for all i P rns. Then uniformly for all d P D we have
PDpGpn,mqqpdq “ PBmpdq exp
´1
4
´ γ2
2
4µ2p1´ µq2
¯ˆ
1`O
ˆ
log2 n?
n
` d5α´3
˙˙
.
Corollary 1.5. Conjectures 1.2 and 1.3 are both true.
In Section 6 we provide a hand-checkable proof of Theorem 1.4 under the restriction that
maxt|di ´ d|u “ Op
?
d log nq and řipdi ´ dq2 ď 2dn. (See Theorem 6.3.) As a corollary of this and
known results, we obtain Conjecture 1.3. Extending the expansions of functions involved to more
terms using computer algebra lets us obtain a proof of Conjecture 1.2.
Our method is markedly different from those previously used for this problem, the most success-
ful of which used either the “configuration model” with “switchings”, or the estimation of integrals
representing coefficients of appropriate generating functions. Instead, we derive a set of equations
relating the numbers of graphs with almost the same degree sequence. The equations are derived
by examining the operation of moving one end of an edge from one vertex to another, and the
operation of deleting an edge. These, together with one more equation derived from the degree
constraints, are analysed from the perspective of fixed points of contraction mappings.
Note that if we build up a random graph by inserting m edges using the method of choosing
each endpoint of each edge independently at random, the resulting multigraph has exactly the
multinomial degree distribution, that is, Bmpnq (see for example Cain and Wormald [7]). The only
difficulty is that the result can contain loops and multiple edges. For Proposition 1.1, one would
need to show that conditioning on the absence of loops and multiple edges does not significantly
affect the degree distribution. This is difficult since the probability of no loop or multiple edges
occurring is extremely small even for moderate densities. We believe that our approach to this
enumeration problem gives an intuitive explanation of why the distribution of degrees in a random
graph is so close to the binomial model, since it shows directly that the distribution of graph counts
behaves “locally” in the appropriate way. Such an explanation is absent from the main methods
used previously, in [16] and [15].
As a by-product of our proof, we obtain asymptotic formulae for the edge probabilities in a
random graph with a given degree sequence. For a sequence d of length n, let Gpdq be a graph
chosen uniformly at random from all graphs that have degree sequence d, and let Pabpdq be the
probability that the edge vavb is present in Gpdq.
Theorem 1.6. Let D be as in Theorem 1.4 and let a, b P rns, a ‰ b. Then for all d P D
Pabpdq “ dadb
dpn´ 1q
ˆ
1´ pda ´ dqpdb ´ dq
dpn ´ 1´ dq
˙
`O
ˆ?
d log n
n2
` p
?
d log nq3
n3
˙
.
We also give a more accurate but more complicated formula for Pabpdq in Lemma 7.1(ii), and
an approximation for sparser degree sequences in (4.4).
In Section 2 we provide the notation we use in this paper and some preliminary results. In
Section 3 we derive certain recursive formulae that are the core of our method. In Section 4 we
reprove enumeration results for the sparse case to illustrate how the recursive formulae from Section
3 are to be used to obtain explicit formulae. We also take this opportunity to provide a general
template on how our proofs in the later parts are structured. In Section 5 the recursive formulae are
turned into operators. Section 6 contains the proof of Theorem 1.4 under stricter assumptions on the
degree spreads, and gives the proof of Conjecture 1.3, all using easily hand-checkable calculations.
In Section 7 we provide the full proof for Theorem 1.4. We finish the paper with some concluding
remarks in Section 8, and the Appendix gives details of some routine calculations.
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1.2 Further comments
Studying the degree sequence of a random graph is not the only significant potential use of enu-
meration formulae. Many properties of random regular graphs have been shown using them, in
particular, results on subgraphs of random regular graphs or random graphs with given degrees.
(See McKay [14] for examples.) Additionally, Kim and Vu [10, Equation (3.1)] heavily used the
asymptotic formula for the number of d-regular graphs, in the known range, to give strong relations
between random graphs and random regular graphs.
We note that Isaev and McKay [8] have given a major further development of the methods
in [15] and [2] to obtain further results useful in the case of very dense graphs. They have also
(unpublished) announced progress in pushing this method towards sparser cases. Also after our
project was under way, Burstein and Rubin [6] presented an idea of comparing numbers of graphs
with given degree sequences that is somewhat related to the techniques in the present paper, but
differs in several significant ways. Their approach would give a formula that is valid up to maximum
degree n1´δ for any fixed δ ą 0, using a finite amount of computation. However, their general result
is not explicit enough to enable the derivation of results as simple as the formula (1.1). In particular,
we are not aware of any claims of extending the range of validity of the Binomial Approximation
Conjecture, apart from the present paper.
2 Preliminaries and Notation.
For the reader’s convenience, we solidify some notation here. Our graphs are simple, that is, they
have no loops or multiple edges. We write a „ b to mean that a{b Ñ 1, f “ Opgq if |f | ď Cg for
some constant C, and f “ opgq if f{g Ñ 0. We use ω to mean a function going to infinity, possibly
different in all instances. Also
`
rns
2
˘
denotes the set of 2-subsets of the set rns “ t1, . . . , nu. We often
consider a vector d “ pd1, . . . , dnq, and use ∆ or ∆pdq to denote maxi di, in line with the notation
for maximum degree of a graph. Parity is an important issue, so we say a vector d is even if
řn
i“1 di
is even, and odd otherwise. Finally, in this paper multiplication by juxtaposition has precedence
over “{”, so for example j{µn2 “ j{pµn2q.
We first state a simple result by which we leverage an enumeration result from comparisons of
related numbers.
Lemma 2.1. Let S and S 1 be probability spaces with the same underlying set Ω. Let G be a graph
with vertex set W Ď Ω such that PSpvq,PS 1pvq ą 0 for all v PW. Suppose that ε0, δ ą 0 such that
mintPSpWq,PS 1pWqu ą 1´ ε0 ą 1{2, and such that for every edge uv of G,
PS 1puq
PS 1pvq “ e
OpδqPSpuq
PSpvq
where the constant implicit in Op¨q is absolute. Let r be an upper bound on the diameter of G and
assume r ă 8. Then for each v PW we have
PS 1pvq “ eOprδ`ε0qPSpvq,
with again a bound uniform for all v.
Proof. For any u, v PW we may take a telescoping product of ratios along a path joining u to v of
length at most r. This gives PS 1puq{PS 1pvq “ eOprδqPSpuq{PSpvq. Summing over all u PW, gives
PS 1pWq
PS 1pvq “
eOprδqPSpWq
PSpvq ,
and the claim follows using the lower bound 1´ ε0 on PSpWq and PS 1pWq.
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Using the lemma calls for evaluating the ratios of probabilities in an “ideal” probability space,
the one by which we are approximating the “true” space. This leads to computing ratios in the
conjectured formulae. One we need several times is the following. Let Hpdq denote the conjectured
formula in the right hand side of (1.2), apart from the error term, that is
Hpdq “ PBmpdq exp
´1
4
´ γ2
2
4λ2p1´ λq2
¯
.
Noting that µ “ d{pn´ 1q where d “M1{n (a function of the degree sequence) has the same value
for both cases d´ ea and d´ eb, and recalling γ2 “ γ2pdq “ pn´ 1q´2
ř
ipdi ´ dq2, we have (for all
odd d with ∆ “ max di ď n{2 and µ ą 0)
Hpd´ eaq
Hpd´ ebq “
dapn´ dbq
dbpn´ daq exp
˜
pda ´ dbq
`
γ2 `Op∆{n2q
˘
pn´ 1q2µ2p1´ µq2
¸
“ dapn´ dbq
dbpn´ daq exp
ˆpda ´ dbqγ2
d2p1´ µq2 `O
`
∆2{pdnq2˘˙ . (2.1)
Next we turn to some issues involving existence of graphs with a given degree sequence. For
counting purposes we will be considering graphs with vertex set V “ rns. Let A “ Apnq Ď `rns
2
˘
be a set which we call allowable pairs. Note that as usual we regard the edge joining vertices u
and v as the unordered pair tu, vu, and denote this edge by uv following standard graph theoretic
notation. A sequence d :“ pd1, . . . , dnq is called A-realisable if there is a graph G on vertex set V
such that vertex a P V has degree da and all edges of G are allowable pairs. In this case, we say G
realises d over A. In standard terminology, if d is
`
V
2
˘
-realisable, it is graphical. Let GApdq be the
set of all graphs that realise d over A. In this paper, we are particularly interested in the case that
A “ Agr “ `V
2
˘
. Then GApdq is the set of all graphs G on vertex set rns that have degree sequence
d. By using different definitions of A, it is also possible to model other enumeration problems.
Throughout this paper, all graphs are finite and simple (i.e. have no loops or multiple edges).
Let E Ď A, i.e. a subset of the allowable edges. We write NEpdq and N ˚Epdq for the number
of graphs G P GApdq that contain, or do not contain, the edge set E, respectively. We abbreviate
NEpdq to Nabpdq if E “ tabu (i.e. contains the single edge ab), and put N pdq “ |GApdq|. (When N
and similar notation is used, the set A should be clear by context.)
We pause for a notational comment. In this paper, a subscript ab is always interpreted as an
ordered pair pa, bq rather than an edge (and similar for triples). This is irrelevant for Nabpdq “
Nbapdq since the two ordered pairs signify the same edge, but the distinction is important with
other notation.
Let
PEpdq “ NEpdq
N pdq ,
which is the probability that the edges in E are present in a graph G that is drawn uniformly at
random from GApdq. Of particular interest are the probability of a single edge av and a path avb,
for which we simplify the notation to
Pavpdq “ Ptavupdq, Pavbpdq “ Ptav,bvupdq.
We use ea to denote the elementary unit vector with 1 in its a
th coordinate. We will use the
following trick several times to switch between degree sequences of differing total degree.
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Lemma 2.2. Let av P A and let d be a sequence of length N . Then
Navpdq “ N pd´ ea ´ evq ´Navpd´ ea ´ evq
“
#
N pd´ ea ´ evqp1´ Pavpd´ ea ´ evqq if N pd´ ea ´ evq ‰ 0
0 otherwise.
Proof. Removing an edge av from a graph in GApdq shows that the number of graphs with that edge
is the same as the number of graphs in GApd´ ea´ evq and no edge between a and v. (The general
form does not apply when N pd ´ ea ´ evq “ 0 only because Pavpd ´ ea ´ evq is then technically
undefined.)
For vertices a, b P V , if d is a sequence such that d´ eb is A-realisable, we define
Rabpdq “ N pd´ eaq
N pd´ ebq .
Furthermore, for any sequence d we write M1 “ M1pdq “
ř
aPV da. If d is A-realisable, this is the
total degree, or twice the number of edges, of a graph G in GApdq. We also write µ “ 12M1{ |A|,
which is the edge density in the case of graphical degree sequences. Finally, for a vertex a P V , we
set Apaq “ tv P V : av P Au, the “projection” of A onto the edges incident with vertex a, and, with
d understood, we use A˚paq for the set of v P Apaq such that Navpdq ą 0.
We can bound the probability of an edge in a simple way using the following switching argument.
Lemma 2.3. Let d be a graphical sequence of length n with
ř
di “ dn. Then for any a and v in
rns we have
Pavpdq ď ∆
2
dn p1´∆p∆` 2q{dnq .
Proof. For each graph G with degree sequence d and an edge joining a and v, we can perform a
switching (of the type used previously in graphical enumeration) by removing both av and another
randomly chosen edge a1v1, and inserting the edges aa1 and vv1, provided that no loops or multiple
edges are so formed. The number of such switchings that can be applied to G with the vertices of
each edge ordered, is at least
dn´ 2p∆ ` 1q∆
since there are dn ways to choose a1 and v1 as the ordered ends of any edge, whereas the number of
such choices that are ineligible is at most the number of choices with a1 being a or a neighbour of
a (which automatically rules out a1 “ v), or similarly for v1. On the other hand, for each graph G1
in which av is not an edge, the number of ways that it is created by performing such a switching
backwards is at most ∆2. Counting the set of all possible switchings over all such graphs G and G1
two different ways shows that the ratio of the number of graphs with av to the number without av
is at most
β :“ ∆
2
dn´ 2∆p∆ ` 1q .
Hence Pavpdq ď β{p1 ` βq, and the lemma follows in both cases.
We finish the section with some simple sufficient conditions for a sequence to be graphical. We
need this since our degree switching arguments require that N pd1q ą 0 for several sequences d1 that
are related to a root sequence d.
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Lemma 2.4. For ε ą 0, the following holds for n sufficiently large. Let di ě 0 be integers for all
1 ď i ď n, with ř1ďiďn di even. Then there exists a graph with degrees d1, . . . , dn provided that
either of the following hold.
(a) There exists 0 ă µ ă 1´ ε with max |µ´ di{n| ă εµ.
(b) We have 1 ď di ď 2
?
n´ 2 for 1 ď i ď n.
Proof. Koren [11, Section 1] observed that the classical Erdo˝s-Gallai conditions for the existence
of a graph with degrees d1, . . . , dn are equivalent to the following:
ř
di is even, and whenever
S X T “ H ‰ S Y T Ď rns we haveÿ
iPS
di ´
ÿ
jPT
dj ď spn´ 1´ tq
where s “ |S| and t “ |T |.
For (a), it suffices to have spn ´ 1 ´ tq ´ sµnp1 ` εq ` tµnp1 ´ εq ě 0. We only need to check
the extreme values of t, i.e. t “ 0 and t “ n ´ s. In both cases, the function is easily seen to be
non-negative for all appropriate s and n sufficiently large, noting that µ ď 1´ ε.
For (b), we only need s∆´ t ď spn´ 1´ tq (recall that 1 ď di ď ∆). Again taking the extreme
values of t, only the larger one gives a restriction, being sp∆` 2´ sq ď n, which is satisfied because
∆ ď 2?n´ 2.
3 Recursive relations
In this section, we derive certain recursive formulae for the probability and ratio functions Pavpdq
and Rabpdq. These identities will serve as a motivation for operators that we define in the next
section. With a view to further applications of this work elsewhere, we consider an arbitrary set A
of allowable pairs.
Our first result expresses the probability Pav and the ratio Rab in terms of each other and the
path probabilities Pivj . The latter in turn are expressed in terms of Pav in the next result.
Proposition 3.1. Let d be a sequence of length n and let A Ď `rns
2
˘
.
paq Let a, v P V . If Navpdq ą 0 then
Pavpdq “ dv
˜ ÿ
bPA˚pvq
Rbapd´ evq 1´ Pbvpd´ eb ´ evq
1´ Pavpd´ ea ´ evq
¸´1
.
pbq Let a, b P V . If d´ eb is A-realisable then
Rabpdq “ da
db
¨ 1´Bpa, b,d´ ebq
1´Bpb, a,d´ eaq , (3.1)
where
Bpi, j,d1q “ 1
di
˜ ÿ
vPApiqzApjq
Pivpd1q `
ÿ
vPApiqXApjq
Pivjpd1q
¸
, (3.2)
provided that Bpb, a,d´ eaq ‰ 1.
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Remarks
1. In (a), the summation over all b in A˚pvq, instead of Apvq, is merely for the technicality that
Pbvpd´ eb ´ evq is otherwise undefined.
2. The condition Nav ą 0 in part (a) does not reduce the practical usefulness of the lemma since
the degree sequences where this condition fails for allowable edges av with da, dv ą 0 are
pathological enough that our method fails on those for other reasons.
3. For the range of the summations in Bpi, j,d1q, when A “ `rns
2
˘
(as in the applications in this
paper) we have ApiqzApjq “ tju and Apiq XApjq “ rnszti, ju.
Proof. To prove part (a) of the lemma, let d be an A-realisable sequence. Then every graph
G P GApdq contributes exactly dv to
ř
bPA˚pvqNbvpdq. Hence, since Navpdq ą 0 we may write
dv “
ÿ
bPA˚pvq
Nbvpdq
N pdq “ Pavpdq
ÿ
bPA˚pvq
Nbvpdq
Navpdq
“ Pavpdq
ÿ
bPA˚pvq
N pd´ eb ´ evqp1 ´ Pbvpd´ eb ´ evqq
N pd´ ea ´ evqp1´ Pavpd´ ea ´ evqq ,
by Observation 2.2, noting that N pd´eb´evq ě Nbvpdq ą 0 by defnition of A˚pvq. Part (a) follows
since by definition
N pd´ eb ´ evq
N pd´ ea ´ evq “ Rbapd´ evq,
and also noting that the summation is non-zero because a P A˚pvq.
To prove part (b) of the lemma, assume that d´eb is A-realisable. Let J1 be the set of graphs in
GApd´ebq with a distinguished edge incident to vertex a, and J2 the set of graphs in GApd´eaq with
a distinguished edge incident to b. Then |J1| “ daN pd´ ebq and |J2| “ dbN pd´ eaq. Applying
a degree switching to G P J1 consists of deleting the distinguished edge av and adding a new
distinguished edge bv, to produce a graph G1 P J2. The degree switching cannot be performed,
i.e. is not valid, if bv R A, which includes the case that v “ b, or bv is an edge of G. Now let
G P GApd´ ebq be picked uniformly at random and let v be a random neighbour of a in G. Let E
be the event EA Y ED where EA is the event that bv R A and ED is the event that bv is an edge
of G, and define Bpa, b,d ´ ebq “ PpEq (which we show further below to satisfy (3.2)). Then the
number of valid degree switchings is
daN pd´ ebqp1´Bpa, b,d´ ebqq.
We may count the same switchings from the other direction, i.e. starting with an element of J2,
using the same argument, and in this case N pd´ eaq “ 0 is permissible. Equating the two counts
gives
N pd´ eaq
N pd´ ebq “
da
db
¨ 1´Bpa, b,d´ ebq
1´Bpb, a,d´ eaq ,
where the denominator is non-zero by the hypotheses of (b), noting that db ą 0 because d ´ eb is
A-realisable. This gives (3.1).
The event ED can only happen if the vertex v is a neighbour both of a and of v, and hence
PpEDq “ 1
da
ÿ
vPApaqXApbq
Pavbpd´ ebq.
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On the other hand, the vertex v is always a neighbour of a in a graph G P GApdq, and thus
PpEAq “ Pptv R Apbquq “ Pptv P ApaqzApbquq “ 1
da
ÿ
vPApaqzApbq
Pavpd´ ebq.
Noting that EAXED “ H, so PpEq “ PpEAq`PpEDq, we obtain the stated formula for Bpa, b,d´
ebq. The case of Bpb, a,d´ eaq is the same but in reverse.
We now address the evaluation of Pavbpdq. As usual, the empty product is 1.
Lemma 3.2. Let n be an integer, A Ď `rns
2
˘
, and let a, v, b P rns such that a ‰ b and av, bv P A.
Let k0 ě 1 and assume that 0 ă Navpd´ kea ´ kevq ă N pd´ kea ´ kevq for 0 ď k ď k0. Then
Pavbpdq ’ Pavpdq
1´ Pavpd´ ea ´ evq ¨ Σ
k0
where
Σk0 “
k0ÿ
k“1
p´1qk´1Pbvpd´ kpea ` evqq
k´1ź
j“1
Pavpd´ jpea ` evqq
1´ Pavpd´ pj ` 1qpea ` evqq ,
with ’ denoting ‘“’ when Ntav,bvupd´ k0pea ` evqq “ 0, and otherwise ‘ď’ for k0 odd and ‘ě’ for
k0 even.
Proof. The assumptions imply that Navpdq ą 0, and hence by definition,
Pavbpdq “
Ntav,bvupdq
N pdq “ Pavpdq ¨
Ntav,bvupdq
Navpdq . (3.3)
Immediately (c.f. the proof of Lemma 2.2), and then using iteration for the second line,
Ntav,bvupdq “ Nbvpd´ ea ´ evq ´Ntav,bvupd´ ea ´ evq
“ p´1qk0Ntav,bvupd´ k0ea ´ k0evq `
k0ÿ
k“1
p´1qk´1Nbvpd´ kea ´ kevq.
Since N pd´ kea´ kevq ą 0 for 0 ď k ď k0 by assumption, we have Pbvpd´ kea´ kevq well defined
and so
Ntav,bvupdq “ p´1qk0ξ `
k0ÿ
k“1
p´1qk´1N pd´ kea ´ kevq ¨ Pbvpd´ kea ´ kevq
where ξ “ Ntav,bvupd´ k0ea ´ k0evq ě 0. Applying Lemma 2.2 and (3.3) now gives
Pavbpdq ’ Pavpdq
k0ÿ
k“1
p´1qk´1N pd´ kea ´ kevq
N pd´ ea ´ evq ¨
Pbvpd´ kea ´ kevq
1´ Pavpd´ ea ´ evq ,
(with “’” defined as in the lemma statement). The lemma follows once we have shown that
N pd´ kea ´ kevqq
N pd´ ea ´ evq “
k´1ź
j“1
Pavpd´ jpea ` evqq
1´ Pavpd´ pj ` 1qpea ` evqq . (3.4)
For d1 “ d´ jpea ` evq, we have
Pavpd1q “ Navpd
1q
N pd1q “
N pd1 ´ ea ´ evq
N pd1q ¨ p1´ Pavpd
1 ´ ea ´ evqq,
and we have 1´Pavpd1´ea´evq ą 0 by the assumption that Navpd´kea´kevq ă N pd´kea´kevq.
Hence, the product in (3.4) telescopes to become the left hand side.
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4 The general method and the sparse case for graphs
In this section we present a simple application of the recursive relations found in Section 3. This
is a completely new derivation of a known formula for the number of sparse graphs with a given
degree sequence. We first give a template of the method, since it is used again in the other proofs
in this paper and can be used elsewhere.
Template of the method
Step 1. Obtain an estimate of the ratio between the numbers of graphs of related degree se-
quences, using Proposition 3.1. This step is the crux of the whole argument.
Step 2. By making suitable definitions, we cause this ratio to appear as the expressionPS 1puq{PS 1pvq
in an application of Lemma 2.1. Thus, the probability space S 1 is the set of degree sequences, with
probabilities determined by the random graph under consideration, and the graph G in the lemma
has a suitable vertex setW of such sequences. Each edge of G is in general a pair of degree sequences
d´ ea and d´ ea of the form occurring in the definition of Rabpdq. Having defined G, we may call
any two such degree sequences adjacent.
Step 3. Another probability space S is defined on W, by taking a probability space B directly
from a joint binomial distribution, together with a function rHpdq that varies quite slowly, and
defining probabilities in S by the equation PSpdq “ PBpdq rHpdq{EBm rH.
Step 4. Using sharp concentration results, show that P pWq « 1 in both of the probability spaces
S and S 1 (where, by «, we mean approximately equal to, with some specific error bound in each
case). As part of this, we show that EB rH « 1. At this point, we may specify ε0 for the application
of Lemma 2.1.
Step 5. Apply Lemma 2.1 and the conclusions of the previous steps to deduce PS 1pdq « PSpdq «
PBpdq rHpdq. Upon estimating the errors in the approximations, which includes bounding the diam-
eter of the graph G, we obtain an estimate for the probability PS 1pdq of the random graph having
degree sequence d in terms of a known quantity.
Recall that given a sequence d we write ∆pdq “ maxi di and M1pdq “
ř
i di. Note that the
condition ∆pdq6 ` nε “ opnd2q in the following result implies in particular that m{?n Ñ 8.
This restriction is imposed just for simplicity; the technique can still apply in the (less interesting)
extremely sparse case. Also recall the probability spaces of random sequences Gpn,mq and Bmpnq
from Section 1.
Theorem 4.1. Let ε ą 0, let n and m be integers and set d “ 2m{n. Let D be any set of sequences
of length n with
ř
i di “ 2m for all d P D such that ∆pdq6 ` nε “ opnd2q uniformly for all d P D.
Then uniformly for d˚ P D we have
PGpn,mqpd˚q “ PBmpd˚q exp
ˆ
1
4
´ γ2
2
4µ2p1´ µq2
˙ˆ
1`O
ˆ
∆pd˚q6 ` nε
nd2
` nε´1{2
˙˙
.
Proof. We can clearly assume that D is nonempty and we fix d˚ P D. We first estimate ratios of
probabilities for adjacent sequences that are typical in the binomial model Bm, and sequences close
to d˚ P D (as per Step 1 in the template above). We make the following definitions. Let
∆1 “ 2∆pd˚q ` nε{6
and define D` to be the set of all sequences d P Zn` with ∆pdq ď ∆1 and M1pdq “ 2m. For an
integer r ě 0, denote by Q0r (or Q1r) the set of all even (or odd, respectively) sequences in Zn` that
have L1 distance at most r from some sequence in D`. (Recall that we defined the parity of d to
be the parity of
ř
di.) We will estimate the ratio of the probabilities of adjacent degree sequences
in the random graph model using the following. Define Rab as in Section 2 with A “
`
V
2
˘
.
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Claim 4.2. Uniformly for all sequences d P Q11 and for all a, b P rns
Rabpdq “ da
db
ˆ
1` pda ´ dbqpM1 `M2q
M21
˙ˆ
1`O
ˆ
∆61
d3n2
˙˙
, (4.1)
where M1 “M1pdq and M2 “M2pdq “
ř
vPrns dvpdv ´ 1q.
Proof. First, let d P D`, let n1 be the number of non-zero coordinates in d. By summing vertex
degrees we find dn “M1pdq ď n1∆pdq. By assumption we therefore have
∆pdq ď ∆1 ! d1{3n1{6 “ pdnq
1{3
n1{6
ď p∆pdqn1q
1{3
n1{6
, (4.2)
which readily implies that ∆pdq “ opn1{21 {n1{4q. Lemma 2.4(b) applied to the sequence formed by
the non-zero coordinates of d now implies that N pdq ą 0 for n sufficiently large. We can deduce
the same conclusion for all d P Q010, since ∆pdq and n1pdq can only change by bounded factors
when moving from such d to the closest member of D`. Similarly, M1pdq “
ř
di “ dn ` Op1q for
all d P Q010. It is now clear by Lemma 2.3 and (4.2) that
Pavpdq “ Op∆21{dnq “ op1q for all d P Q010 and all a ‰ v. (4.3)
Next consider any distinct a, v, b P rns and d P Q08, with da ą 0 and dv ą 0. Then d´ ea´ ev P Q010
and hence N pd´ ea ´ evq ą 0 from above, and also Pavpd´ ea ´ evq “ Op∆21{dnq ă 1 using (4.3).
Thus, for n sufficiently large, Navpdq ą 0 by Lemma 2.2, and we have Navpdq ă N pdq since
Pavpdq ă 1 for similar reasons. This establishes the hypotheses for Navpdq and N pdq in Lemma 3.2
and in Proposition 3.1 whenever they are needed below.
It now follows that Pavbpdq “ Op∆41{d2n2q for d P Q08; if da or dv is 0 then this is immediate,
and otherwise it follows from Lemma 3.2 with k0 “ 1 in view of (4.3). Next, definition (3.2) yields
Bpa, b,dq “ Op∆41{d2nq for all distinct a, b P rns and all d P Q08 with da ą 0. (In the current setting
ApiqzApjq| “ tju when i ‰ j, and d ď ∆1.) Thus (3.1) gives Rabpdq “ da{dbp1`Op∆41{d2nqq for all
d P Q17 and all distinct a, b such that da, db ą 0. If now d P Q06 and dv ą 0, we have Nbvpdq ą 0 as
noted above. Therefore
ř
bPA˚pvq db “M1pdq ´ dv for such d. Thus, Proposition 3.1 gives
Pavpdq “ dadv{M1p1`Op∆41{d2nqq (4.4)
for all d P Q06 and a ‰ v. (If da and dv are both nonzero, the proposition applies as mentioned
above, and if either is 0, the claim holds trivially.) Using a similar argument, Lemma 3.2 with
k0 “ mint2, da, dvu gives
Pavbpdq “ dardvs2db
M21
ˆ
1`O
ˆ
∆41
d2n
˙˙
for all d P Q02 and all distinct a, v, b P rns. Applying these results to the definition (3.2) of B for
d P Q02 and distinct a, b P rns, and recalling that d ď ∆pdq ` 2, now gives the sharper estimate
Bpa, b,dq “
ˆ
db
M1
` dbM2
M21
˙ˆ
1`O
ˆ
∆41
d2n
˙˙
,
which we note is Op∆2{dnq as M2 ď M1∆, where ∆, M1 and M2 are with respect to d. Thus,
for all d P Q11 and all a, b, and noting that M2 changes by a negligible additive term Op∆1q under
bounded perturbations of the elements of the sequence d,
Rabpdq “ da
db
`
1´ pdb ´ 1q{M1 ´ pdb ´ 1qM2{M21
˘`
1´ pda ´ 1q{M1 ´ pda ´ 1qM2{M21
˘ˆ1`Oˆ ∆61
d3n2
˙˙
, (4.5)
which implies the claim.
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We next make the definitions of probability spaces necessary to apply Lemma 2.1 (see Steps 2
and 3 in the template). Let Ω be the underlying set of Bmpnq, W “ D` and S 1 “ DpGpn,mqq. Let
Hpdq “ PBmpdq rHpdq, where
rHpdq “ expˆ1
4
´ γ2
2
4µ2p1´ µq2
˙
,
and define the probability function in S by
PSpdq “ Hpdq{
ÿ
d1PΩ
Hpd1q “ Hpdq
EBm
rH . (4.6)
Let G be the graph with vertex set W and with two vertices (sequences) adjacent if they are of the
form d´ ea, d´ eb for some a, b P rns and odd d.
We need to estimate the probability of W in the two probability spaces (see Step 4 in the
template). In Gpn,mq each vertex degree is distributed hypergeometrically with expected value
d “ 2m{n. Also note that, letting ∆˚ “ ∆pd˚q, we have by definition ∆1 ě ∆˚ ` nε{12
?
∆˚ ě
d` nε{12?∆˚. Thus, for d P Ω,
PS 1pdi ą ∆1q ď PS 1
`
di ą d` nε{12
?
∆˚
˘ “ opn´ωq
by [9, Theorems 2.10 and 2.1] for example (and noting ∆˚ Ñ 8). The union bound, applied to
each i, now gives PS 1pWq “ 1´ opn´ωq.
For similar reasons PBmpWq “ 1´ opn´ωq. To deal with the exponential factor rHpdq, we claim
that if d is chosen according to Bmpnq then γ2pdq “ µp1´µqp1`Opξqq with probability 1´ opn´ωq,
where ξ “ Opnε´1{2q. Indeed, this follows from the forthcoming Lemma 6.2(ii) in which we may
take α “ log2 n{?n and note that log3 n “ opdnq is implied by m{?n Ñ 8. Thus, for such
d P Bmpnq, the exponential factor rHpdq is 1 ` Opξq with probability 1 ´ opn´ωq, and it is always
at most e1{4. We deduce that EBm rH “ 1`Opξq and additionally, PSpWq “ 1´ opn´ωq. Thus, we
may set ε0 “ Op1{nq in Lemma 2.1 (with apologies to the function n´ω, ending its life in this proof
dominated by 1{n).
To apply Lemma 2.1 (see Step 5 in the template above), the final condition we need to show is
that the ratios of probabilities satisfy
PS 1pd´ eaq
PS 1pd´ ebq “ e
OpδqPSpd´ eaq
PSpd´ ebq (4.7)
whenever d´ ea and d ´ eb are elements of D`, for a particular δ “ δp∆1q independent of d and
specified below, where the constant implicit in Opq is independent of d and d˚.
To evaluate the right hand side of (4.7) we observe that
PSpd´ eaq
PSpd´ ebq “
Hpd´ eaq
Hpd´ ebq “
dapn´ dbq
dbpn´ daq exp
ˆpda ´ dbqγ2sd2p1´ µq2 `O
ˆ
∆2
psdnq2
˙˙
, (4.8)
for all d P Q11 by (2.1), where sd “ M1pdq{n, and γ2, µ and ∆ are defined with respect to d. Note
that sd “ dp1 `Op1{ndqq, µ “ dp1 ` Op1{ndqq{pn ´ 1q and d ď ∆` 1, since d P Q11. Thus, we also
have γ2 “ pM2 `M1 ´ dM1q{pn ´ 1q2 “ Opd∆{nq. Hence, the argument of the exponential factor
in (4.8) is
pda ´ dbqγ2
d2
`Op∆2{n2q “ pda ´ dbqpM2 `M1 ´ dM1q
M21
`Op∆2{n2q.
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Combining this with (4.8) and Claim 4.2 it follows that for all d P Q11
Rabpdq “ Hpd´ eaq
Hpd´ ebq
ˆ
1`O
ˆ
∆61
d3n2
˙˙
, (4.9)
where we use that pn´ dbq{pn´ daq “ exp
`pda´ dbq{n`Op∆2{n2q˘, M2 “ Op∆M1q and ∆4{M21 ď
∆6{d3n2, ∆ ď ∆1, and the most significant error term derives from Claim 4.2.
Equation (4.9) now implies that
PS 1pd´ eaq
PS 1pd´ ebq “ Rabpdq “ e
OpδqPSpd´ eaq
PSpd´ ebq
whenever d´ ea and d´ eb are elements of W “ D`, where we may take δ “ ∆61{d3n2.
It is clear that the diameter of G is at most r :“ m “ nd{2. Lemma 2.1 then implies that
PS 1pdq “ eOprδ`ε0qPSpdq for d P D`. To proceed from here, since we found that EBm rH “ 1`Opξq,
equation (4.6) implies PSpdq “ Hpdqp1`Opξqq for d P D`. Hence,
PS 1pd˚q “ eOprδ`ε0`ξqHpd˚q. (4.10)
Note that ξ “ Opnε´1{2q, and rδ ` ε0 “ Op∆61{d2nq “ Opp∆pd˚q6 ` nεq{d2nq. The theorem follows
since S 1 “ DpGpn,mqq.
The result in Conjecture 1.2 or (1.2) follows from this in the sparse case, with different error
terms, as long as d is appreciably above 1{?n. For smaller d, the analysis could be adjusted to
obtain results, however the random graph is quite uninteresting here, typically having most vertices
of degree 0, and the rest of degree 1 except for perhaps a few vertices of degree 2.
We note that the above result applies in the case of d-regular graphs only for d “ opn1{4q,
far short of op?nq as reached in [16]. It is also quite straightforward to reach past ?n using our
method, by carrying the calculations a little further, iterating several more the recursive equations
that are only used twice in the proof above. In fact, this is how we first obtained the formulae for P
and R in later sections. Having derived those “limiting” formulae, our proofs can completely avoid
considering the iterated versions of the formulae, as shown in the next section.
5 Function operators and fixed points
In the previous section we used two iterations of the recursive equations from Proposition 3.1, each
time applying them to all degree sequences at a certain distance from a root sequence d. This
allowed us to determine the ratio N pd ´ eaq{N pd ´ ebq up to negligible error terms. For denser
graphs we would need an unbounded number of iterations to obtain the desired precision of about
Op1{n?dq since the improvement is Op∆{nq each time. Instead of doing this, we define operators
based on the recursive identities from Proposition 3.1 and study their behaviour on input functions
that are close to the desired functions.
Let Zn` denote the set of non-negative integer sequences of length n. For a given integer n and
a set A Ď `rns
2
˘
we define ~A to be the set of ordered pairs pu, vq with tu, vu P A. Ordered pairs
are needed here because, although the functions of interest are symmetric in the sense that the
probability of an edge uv is the same as vu, our approximations to the probability do not obey this
symmetry.
Given p : ~AˆZn` Ñ R, we write pavpdq for ppa, v,dq, and remind the reader that in this paper,
a subscript av always denotes an ordered pair rather than an edge. We next define an associated
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function pavbpdq as follows. For d P Zn` and ta, vu, tb, vu P A, and integer k0 ě 1, we set
pavbpdq “ ppavbpdqqppq “ pavpdq
1´ pavpd´ ea ´ evq ¨ Σ
k0pp,d, a, v, bq, (5.1)
where
Σk0pp,d, a, v, bq “
k0ÿ
k“1
p´1qk´1pbvpd´ kpea ` evqq
k´1ź
j“1
pavpd´ jpea ` evqq
1´ pavpd´ pj ` 1qpea ` evqq .
Note that Σk0 in Lemma 3.2 is just Σk0pP,d, a, v, bq. Furthermore, note that we allow a “ b in
pavbpdq for convenience; its value is irrelevant since pavapdq is only called in Rpa, a,dq (see (5.4)
below) which is then trivially 1. Of course, the functional value of such an operator is undefined
where any denominators are zero. The parameter k0 is suppressed from the notation Σ, and things
involving it, for convenience. We define another associated function bad “ badppq as follows. For
d P Zn` and a, b P rns, set
badpa, b,dq :“ 1
da
¨˝ ÿ
vPApaqzApbq
pavpdq `
ÿ
vPApaqXApbq
pavbpdq‚˛. (5.2)
Given p : ~A ˆ Zn` Ñ r0, 1s and r : rns2 ˆ Zn` Ñ R, we define two operators Ppp, rq and Rppq as
follows. As with p, we write rabpdq for rpa, b,dq. For d P Zn` and a, v, b P rns with ta, vu P A we set
Ppp, rqavpdq “ dv
¨˝ ÿ
bPApvq
rbapd´ evq 1´ pbvpd´ eb ´ evq
1´ pavpd´ ea ´ evq
‚˛´1 , (5.3)
Rppqabpdq “ da
db
¨ 1´ badpa, b,d´ ebq
1´ badpb, a,d ´ eaq . (5.4)
Proposition 3.1 and Lemma 3.2 say essentially (ignoring the issue of truncating the summations
at k0 in (5.1)) that the probability and ratio functions P and R are fixed points of the operators P
and R. It is very useful for us that P is “contractive”, in a certain sense, in a neighbourhood of this
fixed point. Unfortunately, the concept of contraction which we have here uses a slightly different
metric before and after applying the operators, stemming from the fact that the value of Rppq at
a point pa, b,dq depends on values at a set of d1 in a neighbourhood of d. This makes it difficult
to define a true and useful contraction mapping. Nevertheless, we can exploit the useful features of
the situation using the following lemma.
We denote by Q0rpdq, Q1rpdq Ď Zn the set of even and odd, respectively, vectors of arbitrary
integers that have L1-distance at most r from d. We use 1˘ ξ to denote a quantity between 1´ ξ
and 1` ξ inclusively.
Note that from (5.3) we may assume v P ApaqXApbq when computing rba, and also Rppqpa, b, ¨q.
So we restrict to Apaq XApbq ‰ H in the following.
Lemma 5.1. Given a constant C, there is a constant µ0 ą 0 such that the following holds. Let n be
an integer and A Ď `rns
2
˘
such that |ApaqzApbq| ă Cda for all a and b that satisfy ApaqXApbq ‰ H.
Let k0 ą 0 be an integer and d “ dpnq P Zn`. Let 0 ă ξ ď 1 and 0 ă µ “ µpnq ă µ0, let
p,p1 : ~AˆZn` Ñ R be functions such that pavpd1q,p1avpd1q ď µ for all pa, vq P ~A and d1 P Q02k0`1pdq,
and let r, r1 : rns2 ˆ Zn` Ñ R. Let a, v, b P rns such that a ‰ b, Apaq XApbq ‰ H and ta, vu P A.
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paq If d is odd and pcwpd1q “ p1cwpd1qp1˘ ξq for all tc, wu P A and all d1 P Q02k0`1pdq then
Rppqabpdq “ Rpp1qabpdqp1 `O pµξqq.
pbq If d is even, pcvpd1q “ p1cvpd1qp1 ˘ ξq for all c P Apvq and all d1 P Q02pdq, and rcapd1q “
r1capd1qp1˘ µξq for all c P Apvq and all d1 P Q11pdq, then
Ppp, rqavpdq “ Ppp1, r1qavpdq p1`O pµξqq .
The constants implicit in Op¨q are absolute.
Proof. We assume without loss of generality that µ0 ă 1{2, which readily implies that pavpd1q,p1avpd1q ă
1{2 for all d1 P Q02k0`1pdq and all a ‰ v P rns. For (a) we use pcwpd1q “ p1cwpd1qp1 ˘ ξq for all
cw P A and all d1 P Q02k0`1pdq. Apply this to the right hand side of (5.1) and note that in the
summation over k, the terms are bounded in size by a geometric series with ratio Opµq, which
can be assumed to be arbitrarily small. This implies, for all tb, vu P A and for all d1 P Q01pdq, that
pavbpd1q “ p1avbpd1q
`
1`Opξq˘, and then from (5.2) that badpa, b,d1qppq “ badpa, b,d1qpp1q`1`Opξq˘
for all such d1. Additionally, we observe that pavbpd1q “ pavpd1qOpµq and hence
badpa, b,d1q “
¨˝
|ApaqzApbq| `
ÿ
vPApaqXApbq
pavpd1q‚˛Opµq{da “ Opµq
since
ř
v pavpdq “ da and |ApaqzApbq| {da ď C by assumption on ta, bu. Thus badpa, b,d1qppq “
badpa, b,d1qpp1q `Opξµq for all d1 P Q01pdq. Hence, with µ sufficiently small to ensure badpb, a,d´
eaq ă 1{2 say, part (a) follows from (5.4). The equation for Ppp, rq follows immediately from (5.3)
since both pbv and pav are Opµq.
Fix Ωp0q Ď Zn` for the following definitions. Let Ωpsq denote the set of all d P Ωp0q for which
Q0spdq, Q1spdq Ď Ωp0q. We define a set of distance functions, indexed by s, on the functions p :
~Aˆ Zn` Ñ r0, 1s by
χpsqpp,p1q “ maxt| log `pcwpd1q{p1cwpd1q˘| : cw P A, d P Ωpsqu.
These are extended metrics: they may take the value 8. Clearly χpsq is non-increasing in s unless
Ωpsq is empty, in which case we set χpsq “ 0.
Let Πµ denote the set of functions p : ~Aˆ Zn` Ñ R such that 0 ď pavpd1q ď µ for all pa, vq P ~A
and d1 P Q02k0`1pdq. Also, define the compositional operator Cppq “ Ppp,Rppqq. Recall that k0 is
used in defining R.
Corollary 5.2. Given a constant C, there is a constant µ0 ą 0 such that the following holds. Let
n, k0 and A be as in Lemma 5.1. Let ξ ď C and 0 ă µ “ µpnq ă µ0. Then for p,p1 P Πµ and s ě 0
with χpsqpp,p1q ď ξ, we have χps`2k0`2qpCppq, Cpp1qq “ Opµξq.
Proof. Since χpsqpp,p1q ď ξ, we have pcwpd1q “ p1cwpd1qp1 ` Opξqq for all cw P A and all d P
Ωps`2k0`1q and d1 P Q02k0`1pdq. By Lemma 5.1(a), Rppqabpdq “ Rpp1qabpdq p1`O pµξqq for all such
d and for a, b as in that lemma.
Now let d P Ωps`2k0`2q. Applying Lemma 5.1(b) with r “ Rppq, r1 “ Rpp1q (and ξ replaced by
C 1ξ for a suitable large constant C 1) gives
Cppqcwpdq “ Cpp1qcwpdq
`
1`Opµξq˘
for pc, wq P ~A (recalling that C is not necessarily symmetric in c, w). Since µξ ď µ0C is small
enough for sufficiently small µ0, we have logp1 ` Opµξqq “ Opµξq as required to deduce that
χps`2k0`2qpCppq, Cpp1qq “ Opµξq.
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6 Proof of the binomial model in the graph case
In this section we prove Conjecture 1.3 for p in the “gap range” which we can describe as opn´1{2q ă
p ă c{ log n. Before doing so we need concentration results for some functions fpdq when d has
either independent binomial entries, or is the degree sequence of Gpn,mq. In [17, Theorem 3.4] it
was essentially shown that, when d has independent binomial entries, σ2 “ σ2pdq “ řni“1pdi´dq2{n
is concentrated. We give a more efficient proof of the crucial part of this, using the following result,
which we will also apply to the degree sequence of Gpn,mq. This is a direct corollary of Theorem
(7.4) and Example (7.3) of McDiarmid [12]. However, since the constants there are not explicit and
the framework makes the proof not so easily accessible, we give a proof here.
Lemma 6.1 (McDiarmid). Let c ą 0 and let f be a function defined on the set of subsets of some
set U such that |fpSq ´ fpT q| ď c whenever |S| “ |T | “ m and |S X T | “ m ´ 1. Let S be a
randomly chosen m-subset of U . Then for all α ą 0 we have
P
`|fpSq ´EfpSq| ě αc?m˘ ď 2 expp´2α2q.
Proof. Consider a process in which the random subset S is generated by insertingm distinct elements
one after another, each randomly chosen from the remaining available ones. Let Sk denote the kth
subset formed in this process, 0 ď k ď m. Consider the Doob martingale process determined
by Yk “ E
`
fpSmq | S0, . . . , Sk
˘ “ E pfpSmq | Skq. Given Sk´1, let X “ Xk, . . . ,Xm denote the
remaining elements added in the process. Let X0 be the random sequence X conditioned on
Xk “ xk P U , and X1 the random sequence X conditioned on Xk “ x1k P U . Then X0 can be
coupled with X1 by interchanging xk and x
1
k wherever they occur in X0. The values of fpSmq in
the two elements of a couple pair differ by at most c by assumption. Since each possibile realisation
of Xk, . . . ,Xm has the same probability, it follows thatˇˇ
E pfpSmq | Sk´1 ^Xk “ xkq ´E
`
fpSmq | Sk´1 ^Xk “ x1k
˘ˇˇ ď c,
and hence |Yk´1´Yk| ď c. Azuma’s Inequality (see, e.g., [9]), or alternatively [12, Corollary (6.10)],
now completes the proof.
Recall that by ω we denote a function that tends to 8 arbitrarily slowly with n, and that Bmpnq
is a sequence of n i.i.d. random variables each distributed as Binpn´1, pq conditioned on ř di “ 2m.
Lemma 6.2. Define d “ pd1, . . . , dnq as either (a) the degree sequence of a random graph in
Gpn,mq, or (b) a sequence in Bmpnq. Let d “ 2m{n. Then
(i) for 1 ď i ď n and all α ą 0 we have
Pp|di ´ d| ě αq ď 2 exp
ˆ
´ α
2
2pd` α{3q
˙
;
(ii) if log3 n “ opdnq and α satisfies plog nq{?n` plog3{2 nq{?dn “ opαq then we have
Pp|σ2 ´Var d1| ě αd` 1{nq “ opn´ωq.
Moreover, Var d1 “ dpn´ dq{n `Opd{nq.
Proof. We deal with the graph case (a) first. Each vertex degree di is distributed hypergeometrically
with parameters
`
n
2
˘
,m, n´ 1, expected value d, and hence (i) holds by [9, Theorems 2.10 and 2.1].
For a graph G with degrees d1, . . . , dn define
f “ fpGq “
nÿ
i“1
mintpdi ´ dq2, xu,
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where x ą 1 is specified below. Then increasing or decreasing the value of a single dj by 1 whilst
holding d fixed can only change f by at most p?xq2 ´ p?x ´ 1q2 ă 2?x. Since G is determined
by a random m-subset of all possible edges, Lemma 6.1 applies with c “ 8?x (as each edge in the
symmetric difference of S and T affects two vertex degrees). Replacing α appropriately gives
Pp|fpGq ´EfpGq| ě αdnq ď 2 expp´α2dn{p32xqq
“ opn´ωq
provided that α2dn{px log nq Ñ 8. On the other hand, let A denote the event maxi |di ´ d| ě
?
x.
By (i) and the union bound applied over all n values of i, we have PpAq “ opn´ωq as long as we
choose x “ ωpd log n ` log2 nq. By the bound on α, there exists x satisfying both conditions, and
at this point we set x as such. Provided that A does not hold, we have fpGq “ řpdi ´ dq2 “ nσ2.
We thus conclude
P
`ˇˇ
σ2 ´EfpGq{nˇˇ ě αd˘ “ opn´ωq `Op1qPpfpGq ‰ nσ2q “ opn´ωq.
Now evidently ˇˇ
EfpGq ´ nEσ2ˇˇ “ Opn3qPpfpGq ‰ nσ2q “ opn´ωq
and thus
P
`ˇˇ
σ2 ´Eσ2ˇˇ ě αd` 1{2n˘ “ opn´ωq.
Noting that Epdi ´ dq2 “ Var d1, we obtain part (ii) for (a). The estimate for Var d1 follows from
the standard formula for variance of this hypergeometric random variable.
For the binomial random variable case (b), essentially the same argument applies for both (i) and
(ii), by regarding d1, . . . , dn each as a sum of n ´ 1 independent indicator variables. Conditioning
on the sum being 2m is equivalent to a uniformly random selection of a 2m-subset of the npn´ 1q
indicator variables.
We shall see that the following establishes Conjecture 1.3 in the gap range with explicit error
terms. Recall that σ2pdq “ 1
n
řn
i“1pd´ diq2 where n is the length of the sequence d.
Theorem 6.3. Let n and m be integers, set d “ 2m{n, and assume that µ “ d{pn ´ 1q satisfies
plog nqK{n ă µ “ o`1{plog nq3{4˘ for all fixed K ą 0. Let D be the set of sequences d of length n
satisfying the following for some constant C ě 2:
(i) M1pdq “ 2m,
(ii) |di ´ d| ď C
?
d log n for all i P rns,
(iii) σ2pdq ď 2d.
Then
(a) in each of the models Bmpnq and DpGpn,mqq we have PpDq “ 1´ n´hpCq, where hpxq Ñ 8 as
xÑ 8, and
(b) for d “ dpnq P D we have
PDpGpn,mqqpdq “ PBmpdq exp
´1
4
´ γ2
2
4µ2p1´ µq2
¯˜
1`O
˜
1?
d
` d
?
log n
n
` d
2plog nq3{2
n2
¸¸
,
where γ2 “ γ2pdq “ 1pn´1q2
ř
ipdi ´ dq2.
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We note that the constant implicit in Opq in (b) of course can, and in fact does, depend on C.
Proof. Let Ω be the underlying set of Bmpnq and let d P Ω. We will consider d chosen either
according to DpGpn,mqq or Bmpnq. By definition, M1pdq “ 2m for all d P Ω. Apply Lemma 6.2(i)
with α “ C?d log n and the union bound to see that in both DpGpn,mqq and Bmpnq, with probability
at least 1´n´fpCq, for all i P rns we have |di ´ d| ď C
?
d log n where we may take fpCq “ C2{3´1.
Now, apply Lemma 6.2(ii) with α “ 1{2 and note that d ą log2 n by assumption to obtain that
σ2pdq ď 2d with probability at least 1 ´ n´ω. Therefore, d satisfies (ii) and (iii) with probability
1´ n´hpCq, for some function hpCq Ñ 8 as C Ñ8, and d satisfies (i) always. Hence (a) follows.
For (b) we first consider the ratio for adjacent degree sequences (see Step 1 in the template given
at the start of Section 4). Let Q11 be the set of sequences d P Zn` such that d ´ ea P D for some
a P rns. Recall that Pavpdq denotes the probability that the edge av is present in a graph G P Gpdq
and that
Rabpdq “ PS
1pd´ eaq
PS 1pd´ ebq .
We now present functions P gr and Rgr that approximate the probability and ratio functions P and
R sufficiently well. For a, v, b P rns set
P gravpdq “
dadv
dpn´ 1q
ˆ
1´ pda ´ dqpdv ´ dq
dpn ´ 1´ dq
˙
, (6.1)
R
gr
abpdq “
dapn´ dbq
dbpn´ daq ¨
ˆ
1` pda ´ dbq
d2n
σ2pdq
˙
,
where d is the average of d as usual.
Claim 6.4. For d “ dpnq P D and a ‰ v P rns
Pavpdq “ P gravpdq
`
1`Opη1 ` η2q
˘
, (6.2)
and uniformly for all d P Q11 and for all a, b P rns
Rabpdq “ Rgrabpdq
`
1`Opη1 ` µη2q
˘
, (6.3)
where η1 “ 1{dn` εd{n2 and η2 “ ε{n` ε3d2{n2, with ε “ C
aplog nq{d.
Note that ε is simply the upper bound on the relative degree spread implied by (ii). We remark
at this point that the proof of the claim only assumes log2 n{n ! µ ď µ0 for some small enough
constant µ0, which holds in the present context since µ “ op1q.
Proof of Claim 6.4. To show that P and P gr (and R and Rgr) are pη1 ` η2q-close in the sense of
(6.2) and (6.3), we consider the operator C as defined for Corollary 5.2, with k0 “ 4 log n (which
completely specifies R). We first show that k0 iterated applications of the operator C to P yield
a function that is p2µqk0-close to P . We then use the “contraction” property of C as expressed in
Corollary 5.2 to show that Ck0pP grq and Ck0pP q are p2µqk0-close. Finally, we show that P gr and
Ck0pP grq are pη1 ` η2q-close. These three statements then imply Claim 6.4. We now make this
argument precise.
Fix r “ 2pk0 ` 1q2 ` 3 “ Oplog2 nq. Let Ωp0q be the set of sequences d P Zn` that are at L1
distance at most r from a sequence in D. By Lemma 2.4(a) we obtain that N pdq ą 0 for all even
d P Ωp0q where we use that µ ě plog nq3{n and assumption (ii) to show that the conditions of that
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lemma are satisfied. After this, for n sufficiently large, Lemma 2.3, together with µ ă 1{4 and
conditions (i) and (ii), implies that for all distinct a, v P rns
Pavpdq ď µ
1´ µp1` op1qq ă
1
2
for all d P Ωp0q. (6.4)
Define Ωpjq as in Corollary 5.2 to be the set of sequences d P Ωp0q of L1 distance at least j ` 1
from all sequences outside Ωp0q. Consider any distinct a, v, b P rns and even d P Ωp2q. From the
conclusion above, N pd ´ ea ´ evq ą 0, and we can take Pavpd ´ ea ´ evq ă 1 by (6.4). Thus
Navpdq ą 0 by Lemma 2.2, and we have Navpdq ă N pdq since Pavpdq ă 1. This tells us that for
all even d P Ωp2k0`2q, the hypotheses of Lemma 3.2 are satisfied, and the consequential alternating
bounds imply that
Pavbpdq “ PavpdqΣ
k0pP q
p1´ Pavpd´ ea ´ evqq p1`Op2
k0µk0qq “ ppavbpdqqpP qp1 `Op2k0µk0qq,
as per definition (5.1). Hence, Proposition 3.1(b) implies, c.f. (5.4), that for all odd d P Ωp2k0`3q we
have Rabpdq “ RpP qabpdq
`
1`Op2k0µk0q˘. Using this and comparing (5.3) with Proposition 3.1(a),
we obtain χpJ`2qpP, CpP qq “ Op2k0µk0q, where C and χ are defined as for Corollary 5.2, and we let
J denote 2k0 ` 2.
Repeated applications of Corollary 5.2 give χpsJ`2qpCs´1pP q, CspP qq “ Op2k0µk0`sq for s ě 1.
As in the standard argument giving bounds on the total distance moved during iterations of a
contraction mapping, this gives
χpk0J`2q
`
P, Ck0pP q˘ “ Op2k0µk0q.
For d P Ωp0q and all appropriate a and v, (6.4) implies Pavpdq ă 3µ{2 say (as µ ă µ0). Condition
(ii) of the present theorem, together with the lower bound on µ with K ą 1, imply that di „ µn
uniformly for all i, so by definition (6.1) we have P gravpdq „ µ. Hence for large n we have Pavpdq “
P
gr
avpdqp1 ˘ 1q for such d. Applying Lemma 5.1(a) and then (b) consecutively with ξ “ 1 gives
Pavpdq “ P gravpdqp1`Opµqq for d P ΩpJq. Thus χpJqpP,P grq “ Opµq, and k0´1 iterated applications
of Corollary 5.2 produce
χpk0Jq
`
Ck0pP q, Ck0pP grq˘ “ Op2k0µk0q “ op1{dnq.
Finally, CpP grqavpdq can be estimated for all d P Ωp0q as follows. Straightforward expansions
give (recalling k0 “ 4 log n)
(a) RpP grqabpdq “ Rgrabpdq p1`O pη1qq for all odd d P Ωp0q, all a, b P V “ rns; and
(b) PpP gr, Rgrqavpdq “ P gravpdq p1`O pη2qq for all even d P Ωp0q, all a, v P V “ rns, a ‰ v.
This is justified in the form of Lemma A.1 in Appendix A, after making two observations. One is
that the error term η1 can be simplified to be 1{dn ` εd{n2 ` ε4d2{n2 since k0 “ 4 log n, and then
ε4d2{n2 can be dropped because ε3d “ op1q. The second is that the error terms η1 and η2 are now
defined with reference to sequences which are at distance Oplog2 nq from our initial sequences in
D and are thus asymptotically the same as the stated values. (In fact, a better approximation is
proved in Lemma 7.1 using computer assistance.) Apply these two statements one after another
(c.f. the proof of Lemma 5.1(b)), first using (a) to estimate R and then using (b) to find that
χp0qpCpP grq, P grq “ Opη1 ` η2q. Then the “total distance” argument used above gives
χp0q
`
P gr, Ck0pP grq˘ “ Opη1 ` η2q.
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Combining the three bounds on χ above, and using the monotonicity of χpsq in s, the triangle
inequality gives χpk0J`2qpP,P grq “ Opη1`η2`2k0µk0q, which implies (6.2) for all even d P Ωpk0J`2q
since k0 “ 4 log n and 2µ ă 1{e. Note that D Ď Ωpk0J`2q by choice of r. Feeding this into
Lemmas 5.1(a) and A.1 gives (6.3) for odd d P Ωpk0J`J`3q, which proves the claim.
Since ε “ Caplog nq{d and d ă n{?log n, the claim gives
PS 1pd´ eaq
PS 1pd´ ebq “ Rabpdq “ R
gr
abpdq
ˆ
1`O
ˆ
1
dn
` p
?
d log nq3
n3
`
?
d log n
n2
˙˙
(6.5)
uniformly for all d P Q11.
We now move to Steps 2 and 3 in the template in Section 4. Let Hpdq “ PBmpdq rHpdq be the
conjectured formula in the right hand side of (b) (without error terms), where
rHpdq “ exp´1
4
´ γ2
2
4µ2p1´ µq2
¯
.
Define the probability spaces S and S 1 exactly as in the proof of Theorem 4.1 with the same
underlying set Ω. That is,
PSpdq “ Hpdq{
ÿ
d1PΩ
Hpd1q “ Hpdq
EBm
rH
and S 1 “ DpGpn,mqq. Also define the graph G as before, with vertex set W :“ D, and with an edge
joining each two sequences in D of the form d´ea and d´eb for some a ‰ b. The L1-distance from
a sequence d P G to the constant sequence pd, . . . , dq is ři |di ´ d|, which is at most n?2d by (iii)
and Cauchy’s Inequality. Some vertex of G has L1-distance at most n from this constant sequence.
It follows that the diameter of G is r “ Opn?dq.
We claim (see Step 4 of the template) that W has probability at least 1´ ε0 for some suitably
chosen ε0 in both S and S
1. Note that PS 1pWq “ 1 ´ n´hpCq and PBmpWq “ 1 ´ n´hpCq by (a)
proved above. Furthermore, if d P Bmpnq then γ2pdq “ npn´1q2σ2pdq “ µp1 ´ µqp1 ` Opξqq with
probability 1´ opn´ωq, where ξ “ log2 n{?n (this is the more precise implication of Lemma 6.2(ii)
applied with α “ log2 n{?n). Thus, for such d in Bmpnq, the exponential factor rHpdq is 1 ` Opξq
with probability 1´ opn´ωq. Therefore,
EBm
rH “ 1`Opξq (6.6)
and thus PSpWq “ 1´n´hpCq. It follows that, as in the proof of Theorem 4.1, we may use ε0 “ n´1
in Lemma 2.1.
We now move to Step 5 in the template. For d P Q11,
PSpd´ eaq
PSpd´ ebq “
Hpd´ eaq
Hpd´ ebq “
dapn´ dbq
dbpn´ daq exp
ˆpda ´ dbqγ2sd2p1´ µ1q2 `O
ˆ
∆2
psdnq2
˙˙
(6.7)
by (2.1) where sd, γ2, µ1 and ∆ are the values of d, γ2, µ and ∆ defined for (2.1) with respect to d.
Note that the first term in the exponential in (6.7) is O
´a
log n{dn2
¯
for d P Q11 by (ii) and (iii)
and since sd “ dp1` 1{2mq or equivalently µ1 “ µp1` 1{2mq. Thus,
pda ´ dbqγ2sd2p1´ µ1q2 “ pda ´ dbqpsdnq2 ÿ
i
pdi ´ sdq2 `Oˆ?d log n
n2
˙
,
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and the second term, ∆2{psdnq2, is Op1{n2q by assumption (ii). We can now infer from the definition
of Rgr that (6.7) is equivalent to
PSpd´ eaq
PSpd´ ebq “ R
gr
abpdq
ˆ
1`O
ˆ?
d log n
n2
˙˙
. (6.8)
This together with (6.5) gives
PS 1pd´ eaq
PS 1pd´ ebq “ e
OpδqPSpd´ eaq
PSpd´ ebq
with
δ “ 1
dn
` p
?
d log nq3
n3
`
?
d log n
n2
for d P Q11. Therefore, by Lemma 2.1 and (6.6),
PS 1pdq “ PSpdqeOprδ`ε0q
“ Hpdq p1`O pξ ` rδ ` ε0qq
for all d P D, which proves (b) since ξ “ plog2 nq{?n, rδ “ O `d´1{2 ` d?log n{n` d2plog nq3{2{n2˘
and ε0 “ 1{n.
It is a simple exercise in analysis to see that the theorem implies Conjecture 1.3 in the gap range:
the truth of the theorem itself implies a slightly altered version of the theorem’s statement (b), in
which C is a function of n that tends (“slowly”) to 8. (The same can be done with the constant in
the Op¨q if desired.) The fact that hpCq Ñ 8 then shows that the asymptotic approximation (1.2)
holds for the sequences d in a suitable set Rppnq. All that remains is to note that the distribution
of m in DpGpn, pqq is identical to that in E 1p, and that the latter restricted
ř
di “ 2m is identical to
Bmpnq.
Corollary 6.5. Conjecture 1.3 holds.
We remark that one can avoid the sharp concentration results that we used, instead employ-
ing only variance via Chebyshev’s inequality, at the expense of relaxing the opn´ωq error in the
conjecture to op1q. The result would still be interesting; we leave the details to the reader.
7 A wider range of degrees: proof of Theorem 1.4
In this section we prove Theorem 1.4. Compared with Theorem 6.3, some crucial differences that
affect the argument include µ being permitted to have constant size, the allowable degree spread
being dα for α ą 1{2, and the transer of σ2 from explicit bounds to a term in the ratio formula.
The proof has the same structure as for Theorem 6.3. The crucial change required is to redefine
the approximations, P gr and Rgr, of the probability and the ratio functions so that the error
functions corresponding to η1 and η2 in Claim 6.4 satisfy η1 ` µη2 “ op1{pndαqq. This error bound
is necessary to obtain a final formula with p1 ` op1qq error, since with the range of degrees under
consideration, the diameter of the graph G of degree sequences (see the proof of Theorem 6.3) is up
to r “ Opndαq.
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To define the approximations, we write P gr and Rgr parametrised to facilitate identifying neg-
ligible terms. For an integer n and real numbers εa, εv, µ, σ
2 and d we define the expressions
π “ µp1` εaqp1` εvq
ˆ
1` ´µεaεv ` pεa ` εvqσ
2{dn
1´ µ `
εa ` εv
n´ 1
˙
,
ρ “ 1` εa
1` εb ¨
1´ µp1` εbq ` 1{n
1´ µp1` εaq ` 1{n
ˆ
1` pεa ´ εbqσ
2
p1´ µq2dn
˙
.
When referring to π and ρ, we list only an initial segment of parameters apart from n containing
all those that are different from the ones in the definitions above. So for instance πpx, yq stands for
π with εa, εv replaced by x, y. Recall that we consider sequences d of length n and µ “ d{pn ´ 1q.
For this section, we define
P gr “ π, Rgr “ ρ,
where εi “ pdi ´ dq{d and σ2 “ σ2pdq “
řpdi ´ dq2{n, so that P grav etc. are functions of degree
sequences.
Note also that d and µ “ d{pn ´ 1q were specified in the theorem statement (determined by
m), but for the following lemma we make a slight abuse and for any sequence d of length n define
µ “ µpdq “ 1
2
M1pdq{
`
n
2
˘
so that the average is d “ µpn´ 1q. In the following lemma, the parity of
d is immaterial, though it will only be applied for odd d in (a) and even d in (b).
Lemma 7.1. Let n and k0 be integers and let 1{2 ď α ă 3{5. Let A “
`
rns
2
˘
and let d “ dpnq be a
sequence of length n with average d such that µ “ d{pn´1q ă 1{4, and assume that for all 1 ď i ď n
we have |di ´ d| ď εd, where ε “ dα´1 ą 0. Assume that k0 “ op
?
dq and let a, v, b P V “ rns such
that a ‰ v. Then
(a) RpP grqabpdq “ Rgrabpdq
`
1`O `µε4 ` p2µqk0´1˘˘ ,
(b) PpP gr, Rgrqavpdq “ P gravpdq
`
1`Opµε4q˘.
Proof. For (a), using (5.4) to evaluate RpP grqabpdq, we estimate the expression badpa, b,d´ ebq for
which, in turn, we need to estimate
ř
pavbpd´ ebq, where the sum is over all v PW such that both
av and bv are allowable (see (5.2)), and for pavb we must use (5.1) with p replaced by P
gr. Setting
d1 “ d´ eb, this version of pavb is given by
pavbpd1q “
P
gr
avpd1q ¨ P grbv pd1 ´ ea ´ evq
1´ P gravpd1 ´ ea ´ evq
ˆ
˜
k0ÿ
k“1
p´1qk´1P
gr
bv pd1 ´ kpea ` evqq
P
gr
bv pd1 ´ ea ´ evq
k´1ź
j“1
P
gr
avpd1 ´ jpea ` evqq
1´ P gravpd1 ´ pj ` 1qpea ` evqq
¸
. (7.1)
For 1 ď j ď k0 ` 1 consider the sequence d1 ´ jpea ` evq. When we apply formulae inductively
to this sequence, µ becomes µ1 “ µ` Opj{n2q since d changes by Opj{nq. Therefore, the variables
εa, εv, and εb change to ε
1
a “ εa ´ j{d ` Opj{µn2q, ε1v “ εv ´ j{d ` Opj{µn2q, (recalling that
j{µn2 “ j{pµn2q) and, not following the same pattern, ε1b “ εb ´ 1{d ` Opj{µn2q, respectively.
(Note that this takes into account that ε1a, ε
1
v and ε
1
b are defined with respect to the average degree
of d1 ´ jpea ` evq.) Furthermore,
σ2pd´ jea ´ ebq ´ σ2pdq “ Oppjmax |di ´ d| ` j2q{nq “ Opjεd{nq,
and similarly, for σ2pd´ jevq, where we use that j ď k0 “ op
?
dq “ opεdq. Hence,
P gravpd1 ´ jpea ` evqq “ πpε1a, ε1v, µ1, pσ2q1q “ πpεa ´ j{d, εv ´ j{dq
`
1`Opj{µn2q˘, (7.2)
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and similarly for P grbv pd1 ´ jpea ` evqq. It follows that with
Aj “ πpεb ´ 1{d, εv ´ pj ` 1q{dq
πpεb ´ 1{d, εv ´ j{dq , Bj “ ´
πpεa ´ j{d, εv ´ j{dq
1´ πpεa ´ pj ` 1q{d, εv ´ pj ` 1q{dq ,
for 0 ď j ď k0, we have that
pavbpd1q “ π ¨ πpεb ´ 1{d, εv ´ 1{dq
1´ πpεa ´ 1{d, εv ´ 1{dq
˜
Op1{µn2q ` 1`
k0ÿ
k“2
k´1ź
j“1
`
1`Opj{µn2q˘AjBj
¸
. (7.3)
Note that both, Aj and Bj are rational functions in j, that Aj “ 1 ` op1q and Bj “ ´µp1 ` op1qq
for all 0 ď j ď k0, and that every occurrence of j comes with a factor of 1{d. Hence, expanding
in powers of j (here and in the following computations we used the algebraic manipulation package
Maple) gives AjBj “ pc0 ` pc1j ` Opj2µ{d 2q, where pc0 and pc1 are suitable functions independent of
j. Then
kź
j“1
AjBj “ pc0k ˆ1` pc1pc0
ˆ
k
2
˙
`Opk3{d2q
˙
,
since pc0 “ µp1` op1qq. Noticing that |AiBi| ă 2µ (for large n) as π „ µ ă 2{7 say, we see that the
j{µn2 error term in (7.3) can be absorbed into the additive 1{µn2, and also that
1`
k0ÿ
k“1
kź
j“1
AjBj “
k0ÿ
k“0
pc0k ` k0ÿ
k“1
ˆ
k
2
˙pc1 pc0k´1 `O
˜
k0ÿ
k“1
p2µqkk3{d2
¸
“ 1
1´ pc0 ` pc1p1´ pc0q3 `O
´
p2µqk0 ` µ{d2
¯
. (7.4)
We thus obtain
pavbpd1q “ π ¨ πpεb ´ 1{d, εv ´ 1{dq
1´ πpεa ´ 1{d, εv ´ 1{dq ¨ F
ˆ
1`O
ˆ
µ
d 2
` 1
µn2
` p2µqk0
˙˙
from (7.3), where F “ p1´ pc0q´1 ` pc1{p1´ pc0q3.
Consider expanding this expression for pavbpd1q ignoring terms of order ε4, and hence, since
ε2 ě 1{d, also ignoring 1{d 2 and ε2{d. A convenient way to do this is to make substitutions
εv “ y1εv, 1{d “ y21{d, µ “ y2µ, 1{n “ y21y2{n, and so on, where y1 represents a parameter of
size Opεq and y2 of size Opµq. Then expand about y1 “ 0. We note by inspection that in such an
expansion of π, each term has a factor y2 associated with µ, and consequently each term cy
i
1 has
size Opεiq relative to π (or µ). Hence, by the nature of their definitions via π, the expansions of pc0
and pc1 give terms of at most these same relative sizes. Finally, pavbpd1q is of order µ2, and the terms
in its expansion hence have the corresponding upper bound Opµ2εiq on their absolute sizes. We
also note that in expanding a rational function about a nonsingular point, the error in the Taylor
expansion is bounded by a multiple of the least significant terms omitted. This avoids any need to
bound higher derivatives explicitly. In this way, expanding after these ty1, y2u substitutions, and
noting that 1{n “ Opµε2q), we obtain
pavbpd1q “ J `Opξq,
ξ “ µ2ε4 ` p2µqk0 ,
where J is a polynomial of degree 3 in y1. (Unfortunately J is too large to write here.) Next,
removing the ‘sizing’ variables yi from J by setting them equal to 1, and then expanding the result
about εv “ 0 and retaining all terms of total degree at most 3 in εv, we get
pavbpd1q “ c0 ` c1εv ` c2ε2v `Opξq,
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where the functions c0, c1, and c2 are independent of εv , with c0 and c1 linear in 1{d. (By calculation,
the third order term turns out to be 0. The fourth order truncation errors are absorbed into ξ by
a simple argument, similar to the one above, that the same is true when expanding the original
pavbpd1q in powers of εv .) Then considering the second summation in badpa, b,d´ebq and examining
which terms are excluded from the summation, we find that this summation can be written as
Σbad :“
ÿ
vPApaqXApbq
pavbpd1q
“
ÿ
vPApaqXApbq
pc0 ` c1εv ` c2ε2v `Opξqq
“ nc0 ` nc2σ2{d2 ´ 2c0 ´ c1pεa ` εbq ´ c2pε2a ` ε2bq `Opnξq.
Noting that ApaqzApbq “ tbu, we can write badpa, b,d´ ebq in (5.4), by using (5.2), as
badpa, b,d´ ebq “ 1
da
`
Σbad ` πpεa, εb ´ d´1q `Op1{n2q
˘
,
where da “ p1`εaqµnp1´1{nq and where the Op1{n2q term captures the fact that we use µ “ µpdq,
σ2pdq, and σ2pdq, respectively, instead of µpd1q, σ2pd1q, and σ2pd1q, in the formula for π. Note that
the error term from Σbad produces an error term of size Opξ{µq in badpa, b,d´ebq since n{da „ 1{µ,
and note also that ξ{µ dominates the other error term of order Op1{dn2q. Substituting the above
expression, stripped of its error terms, into
RpP grqabpdq
ρ
´ 1 “ 1
ρ
¨ p1` εaqp1 ´ badpa, b,d ´ ebqqp1` εbqp1´ badpb, a,d´ eaqq ´ 1
and simplifying gives a rational function pF . That is, RpP grqabpdq{ρ ´ 1 “ pF ` Opξ{µq. After
inserting the size variables y1 and y2 into pF as specified above, and simplifying, we find it has
y2 as a factor (of multiplicity 1), and its denominator is nonzero at y1 “ 0. Then expanding the
expression in powers of y1 shows that pF “ Opy41q. Along with the extra factor y2, this impliespF “ Opξ{µq. Thus, part (a) follows since µ{d „ 1{n.
To prove part (b) note that, analogous to (7.2), if d1 is the sequence d´ ev we also have
R
gr
abpd1q “ ρpε1a, ε1b, µ1, pσ2q1, d1q “ ρ ¨
`
1`O `1{µn2˘˘ .
Therefore, by definition (5.3),
PpP gr, Rgrqavpdq “ dv
¨˝ ÿ
bPApvq
R
gr
bapd´ evq
1´ P grbv pd´ eb ´ evq
1´ P gravpd´ ea ´ evq
‚˛´1
“ dv
¨˝ ÿ
bPApvq
ρpεb, εaq ¨ 1´ π pεb ´ 1{d, εv ´ 1{dq
1´ π pεa ´ 1{d, εv ´ 1{dq
ˆ
1`O
ˆ
1
µn2
˙˙‚˛´1 . (7.5)
By expanding in εb we obtain
ρpεb, εaq ¨ 1´ πpεb ´ 1{d, εv ´ 1{dq
1´ πpεa ´ 1{d, εv ´ 1{dq “ K `Opε
4q
where K is a polynomial in εb of degree at most 3. Calculations using the size variables y1 and
y2 as above show that K “ k0 ` k1εb ` k2ε2b ` Opε4q for some ki independent of εb. Also, recall
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that we have Apvq “ rnsztvu. So the main summation over b in (7.5) can be evaluated (noting thatř
b ε
2
b “ nσ2{d2) as
nk0 ` nσ
2k2
d2
´ k0 ´ k1εv ´ k2ε2v
with relative error Opε4q, noting that K has constant order, where we use that řbPrns εb “ 0. Using
the size variables y1 and y2 as described above, we then find that PpP gr, Rgrqavpdq “ πp1`Opµε4qq,
with the extra factor µ arising in the error term in the same way as for R in part (a). Part (b)
follows.
To prove Theorem 1.4, we set W “ D and then follow the proof of Theorem 6.3, referring to
the set D within it as D1. Since D1 Ď D, Theorem 6.3(a) implies PpWq “ 1´ op1q in both models
Bmpnq and DpGpn,mqq. Actually, in the current setting we permit higher values of µ, which is now
only bounded above by a small constant, but the earlier proof applies equally well for this extended
range.
Next set k0 “ 4 log n to define the operators R etc. Then the proof of Claim 6.4 (which assumed
only the upper bound 1{4 on µ) applies, with adjustment to the error terms ηi using Lemma 7.1 in
place of Lemma A.1, to show that
Pavpdq “ P gravpdq
`
1`Opµε4q˘, (7.6)
Rabpdq “ Rgrabpdq
`
1`Opµε4q˘, (7.7)
uniformly for all appropriate d P D, and a, v and b. Using the latter together with the definition of
ρ, we find in place of (6.5) (with the same definitions of S and S 1) that
PS 1pd´ eaq
PS 1pd´ ebq “ R
gr
abpdq
`
1`O `µε4 ` 1{n 2˘˘ . (7.8)
Then for the independent binomial probability space S, (6.7) is only altered by the γ2 term cancelling
with the σ2 term in the definition of π. Thus we obtain (6.8) with error term reduced to Op1{n2q.
In this application of Lemma 2.1, the diameter of the auxiliary graph G is r “ Opndαq and
δ “ µε4 ` 1{n 2 from (7.8). We may again use ε0 “ 1{n. The result is
PS 1pdq “ PSpdqeOprδ`ε0q “ Hpdq p1`O pξ ` rδ ` ε0qq ,
with ξ “ plog2 nq{?n entering as before. The theorem follows, since d5α´3 ě dα{n.
8 Concluding remarks
In the main result, Theorem 1.4, the upper bound µ0 on the density µ can probably be set equal to
any constant less than 1{2, at the expense of only slight changes to the proof. Since other results
cover this range of density, we do not follow this line any further. On the other hand, various
aspects of the proofs can be improved with some straightforward work, to obtain a wider range of
degrees and smaller error terms, and we plan to pursue this elsewhere.
The approach of Sections 3 and 5 can be applied to other problems. We plan to apply the method
in order to prove related binomial-based models for the degree sequences of random bipartite graphs,
loopless directed graphs, and hypergraphs. The approach can also be used to make a major advance
in asymptotic enumeration of Latin rectangles.
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A Approximating the operator fixed points
Here we prove the estimates (a) and (b) inside the proof of Claim 6.4. Recall the definitions of
P gr and Rgr in (6.1), and of σ2pdq. Recall also that D is a set of sequences of length n satisfying
|di ´ d| ď C
?
d log n for all i P rns (for some constant C) and that σ2pdq ď 2d by the assumptions
of Theorem 6.3. Furthermore, recall that we set k0 “ 4 log n and that Ωp0q is the set of sequences
d P Zn` that are at L1 distance Oplog2 nq from a sequence in D. Therefore, (a) and (b) follow from
the following lemma with ε “ pC ` op1qqalog n{d.
Lemma A.1. Let k0 and n be integers and let A “
`
rns
2
˘
. Let d be a sequence of length n with
average d such that d{pn ´ 1q ă 1{4 and σ2pdq “ Opdq, and assume that k0 “ op
?
dq and that for
all 1 ď i ď n we have |di ´ d| ď εd, where ε “ εpnq ą 0 is bounded above by a sufficiently small
constant. Let a, v, b P V “ rns such that a ‰ v. Then
(a) RpP grqabpdq “ Rgrabpdq p1`O pη1qq if dn is odd,
(b) PpP gr, Rgrqavpdq “ P gravpdq p1`O pη2qq if dn is even,
where η1 “ 1{dn` εd{n2 ` ε4d2{n2 ` p2d{nqk0 and η2 “ ε{n` ε3d2{n2.
Proof. In order that it is self-contained, the wording of this proof contains a certain amount of
overlap with parts of the proof of Lemma 7.1. We first reparametrise P gr and Rgr to facilitate
identifying negligible terms. Write µ “ µpdq for the “density” d{pn ´ 1q of a graph with degree
sequence d, and note that, by assumption, µ ď 1{4. Define the sequence pε1, . . . , εnq of relative
deviations from the average degree, that is εa “ pda ´ dq{d for 1 ď a ď n. Note that |εa| ď ε for
each a. Set σ2 “ σ2pdq and
πpεa, εv, µq “ µp1` εaqp1` εvq ¨
ˆ
1´ εaεvµ
1´ µ
˙
,
ρpεa, εb, µ, σ2, d, nq “ 1` εa
1` εb ¨
1´ µp1` εbq
1´ µp1` εaq ¨
ˆ
1` pεa ´ εbqσ
2
dn
˙
so that P gravpdq “ π and Rgrabpdq “ ρ ¨ p1 ` Op1{n2qq. (When referring to π and ρ, we list only an
initial segment of parameters containing all those that are different from the ones in the definitions
above.)
For (a), using (5.4) to evaluate RpP grqabpdq, we estimate the expression badpa, b,d ´ ebq (and
badpb, a,d´eaq respectively) for which, in turn, we need to estimate
ř
pavbpd´ebq, where the sum
is over all v P rns such that both av and bv are allowable (see (5.2)), and for pavb we must use (5.1)
with p replaced by P gr. Setting d1 “ d´ eb, this version of pavb is given by
pavbpd1q “
P
gr
avpd1q ¨ P grbv pd1 ´ ea ´ evq
1´ P gravpd1 ´ ea ´ evq
ˆ
˜
k0ÿ
k“1
p´1qk´1P
gr
bv pd1 ´ kpea ` evqq
P
gr
bv pd1 ´ ea ´ evq
k´1ź
j“1
P
gr
avpd1 ´ jpea ` evqq
1´ P gravpd1 ´ pj ` 1qpea ` evqq
¸
. (A.1)
For 1 ď j ď k0 ` 1 consider the sequence d1 ´ jpea ` evq. For this sequence, µ becomes µ1 “ µ `
Opj{n2q since d changes by Opj{nq. Therefore, the variables εa, εv, and εb change to ε1a “ εa´j{d`
Opj{µn2q, ε1v “ εv´ j{d`Opj{µn2q, and, not following the same pattern, ε1b “ εb´1{d`Opj{µn2q,
respectively. (Here and in the following, the bare symbols µ, d, εa and so on are defined with respect
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to the original sequence d, whilst ε1a, ε
1
v and ε
1
b are defined with respect to the average degree of
d1 ´ jpea ` evq.) Hence,
P gravpd1 ´ jpea ` evqq “ πpε1a, ε1v , µ1q “ πpεa ´ j{d, εv ´ j{d, µq
`
1`Opj{µn2q˘, (A.2)
and similarly for P grbv pd1 ´ jpea ` evqq. It follows that, with δ “ 1{d and
Aj “ πpεb ´ δ, εv ´ pj ` 1qδq
πpεb ´ δ, εv ´ jδq , Bj “ ´
πpεa ´ jδ, εv ´ jδq
1´ πpεa ´ pj ` 1qδ, εv ´ pj ` 1qδq ,
for 0 ď j ď k0, we have
pavbpd1q “ π ¨ πpεb ´ δ, εv ´ δq
1´ πpεa ´ δ, εv ´ δq
˜
Op1{µn2q ` 1`
k0ÿ
k“2
k´1ź
j“1
`
1`Opj{µn2q˘AjBj
¸
. (A.3)
It is straightforward to check from the definition of π that Aj “ A0p1 ` O
`
jδ2
˘q, using jδ ď
k0δ Ñ 0 (as k20{d Ñ 0) and ε less than 1{2 say. Similarly, Bj “ B0
`
1` rc1j `O `j2δ2˘˘ whererc1 “ ´ 2δp1´µq ` O pεδq “ op1q. Set rc0 “ A0B0 „ µ. By expanding the logarithm of the product of
these expansions we find
kź
j“1
AjBj “ rc0k ˆ1` rc1ˆk
2
˙
`Opk3δ2q
˙
.
Noticing that |AiBi| ă 2µ (for large n) as π „ µ ă 2{7 say, we see that the j{µn2 error term
in (A.3) can be absorbed into the additive 1{µn2, and also that
1`
k0ÿ
k“1
kź
j“1
AjBj “
k0ÿ
k“0
rc0k ` k0ÿ
k“1
ˆ
k
2
˙rc1 rc0k `O
˜
k0ÿ
k“1
p2µqkk3δ2
¸
“ 1
1´ rc0 ` rc0 rc1p1´ rc0q3 `O
´
p2µqk0 ` µδ2
¯
. (A.4)
Simple manipulations show that A0 “ 1´ δ `Opδ2 ` εδq and then
1
1´ rc0 “ 1´ πpεa ´ δ, εv ´ δq1´ πpεa ´ δ, εv ´ δq ` π ¨ A0
“ 1´ πpεa ´ δ, εv ´ δq
1` µδ `O pµδpε` δqq , (A.5)
and rc0 rc1
p1´ rc0q2 “ 2µδ `O pµδpε` δqq . (A.6)
Combining (A.3)–(A.6) and ignoring the j{µn2 term as argued above, we obtain
pavbpd1q “ π ¨ πpεb ´ δ, εv ´ δq p1` µδ `O pξqq , (A.7)
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where ξ “ p2µqk0 ` µδ2 ` µεδ. Since Apaq XApbq “ rnszta, bu, this gives
1
da
ÿ
vPApaqXApbq
pavbpd1q
“ 1
da
ÿ
1ďvďn
v‰a,b
π ¨ πpεb ´ δ, εv ´ δq p1` µδ `O pξqq
“ µ p1` εb ´ δq
n´ 1 p1` µδ `O pξqq
ÿ
1ďvďn
v‰a,b
p1` εvq p1` εv ´ δq
ˆ
1´ εaεvµ
1´ µ
˙2
“ µ p1` εb ´ δq
n´ 1 p1` µδ `O pξqq
ÿ
1ďvďn
v‰a,b
ˆ
1´ δ ` c1εv ` p1`Opεµqqε2v `Opε4µq
˙
, (A.8)
where c1 “ c1pδ, εa, µq is some suitable function independent of εv that satisfies c1 “ Op1q. Note
that
řn
v“1 εv “
řn
v“1pd´ dvq{d “ 0 and
řn
v“1 ε
2
v “ σ2{pdµq, by definition of σ2. Hence
p1` µδ `O pξqq
ÿ
1ďvďn
v‰a,b
ˆ
1´ δ ` c1εv ` p1`Opεµqqε2v `Opε4µq
˙
“ p1` µδq
ˆ
pn´ 2qp1 ´ δq ´ c1pεa ` εbq ` p1`Opεµqq
ˆ
σ2
dµ
´ ε2a ´ ε2b
˙˙
`Opnε4µ` nξq.
On the other hand, noting that for (5.2) in this case ApaqzApbq “ tbu, (so the first summation only
has one term), and recalling that pab “ P grab , we compute (dealing with the shift in µ as in (A.2))
that
pabpd1q
da
“ πpεa, εb ´ δq
µpn´ 1qp1 ` εaq
ˆ
1`O
ˆ
1
µn2
˙˙
“ 1` εb
n´ 1
ˆ
1`O
ˆ
ε2µ` 1
µn2
˙˙
.
Thus, from (5.2),
badpa, b,d1q “ 1` εb
n´ 1 `
µ p1` εb ´ δq
n´ 1 p1` µδq
ˆ
pn´ 1qp1´ δq ´ 1` σ
2
dµ
˙
`O
ˆ
1
µn2
` εµ
n
` ε4µ2 ` µk0
˙
“ µp1` εbq ` σ
2
dn
p1` εbq ´ 1
n
`O
ˆ
1
µn2
` εµ
n
` ε4µ2 ` µk0
˙
, (A.9)
where we use that σ2 “ Opdq and that δ “ 1{d “ 1{pµpn ´ 1qq and note some non-trivial cancella-
tions. The analogous formula is obtained for badpb, a,d´ eaq by swapping indices. Hence
RpP grqabpdq “ da
db
¨ 1´ badpa, b,d ´ ebq
1´ badpb, a,d´ eaq
“ 1` εa
1` εb ¨
1´ µp1` εbq
1´ µp1` εaq ¨
ˆ
1` pεa ´ εbqσ
2
dn
`O
ˆ
1
µn2
` εµ
n
` ε4µ2 ` µk0
˙˙
“ Rgrabpdq `O
ˆ
1
µn2
` εµ
n
` ε4µ2 ` µk0
˙
.
This proves part (a) of the lemma.
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To prove part (b) note that, analogous to (A.2), if d1 is the sequence d´ ev we also have
R
gr
abpd1q “ ρpε1a, ε1b, µ1, pσ2q1, d1q “ ρ ¨
`
1`O `1{µn2˘˘ .
(In particular, pσ2q1 ´ σ2 “ Opmax |di ´ d|{nq “ Opεd{nq.) Therefore, by definition (5.3),
PpP gr, Rgrqavpdq “ dv
¨˝ ÿ
bPrnsztvu
R
gr
bapd´ evq
1´ P grbv pd´ eb ´ evq
1´ P gravpd´ ea ´ evq
‚˛´1
“ dv
¨˝ ÿ
bPrnsztvu
ρ ¨ 1´ π pεb ´ δ, εv ´ δq
1´ π pεa ´ δ, εv ´ δq
ˆ
1`O
ˆ
1
µn2
˙˙‚˛´1
“ dvp1` εaq1´ π pεa ´ δ, εv ´ δq
1´ µp1` εaq
ˆ
1`O
ˆ
ε
n
` 1
µn2
˙˙
ˆ
¨˝ ÿ
bPrnsztvu
p1` εbq1´ π pεb ´ δ, εv ´ δq
1´ µp1` εbq
‚˛´1 , (A.10)
where we used σ2 “ Opdq and πp¨, ¨q “ Opµq. Straightforward calculations show that for c P ta, bu,
1´ π pεc ´ δ, εv ´ δq
1´ µ p1` εcq “ 1`
µ
1´ µ p2δ ´ εv ´ εvεcq `O
´ ε
n
` ε3µ2 ` µδ2
¯
“
ˆ
1´ µεvεc
1´ µ
˙ˆ
1´ µpεv ´ 2δq
1´ µ `O
´ ε
n
` ε3µ2 ` µδ2
¯˙
. (A.11)
Note that µδ2 “ Op1{µn2q. Therefore, (A.10) is equivalent to
PpP gr, Rgrqavpdq “ dvp1` εaq
ˆ
1´ εaεvµ
1´ µ
˙ˆ
1`O
ˆ
ε
n
` 1
µn2
` ε3µ2
˙˙ ÿ
1ďbďn
b‰v
p1` εbq
ˆ
1´ εbεvµ
1´ µ
˙
“ µp1` εvqp1 ` εaq
ˆ
1´ εaεvµ
1´ µ
˙ˆ
1`O
ˆ
ε
n
` 1
µn2
` ε3µ2
˙˙
“ π ¨
ˆ
1`O
ˆ
ε
n
` 1
µn2
` ε3µ2
˙˙
,
where in the second equality we use
ř
b εb “ 0 and
ř
b ε
2
b “ O p1{µq.
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